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Abstract

Optical Burst Switching (OBS) has been proposed as a promising switching

technology for the next generation of optical transport network. In this dissertation,

we address the issue how to provide QoS control and improve performance in OBS

networks.

In order to provide proportional differentiated services without or with absolute

constraints in bufferless OBS networks, a Dynamic Wavelength Selection (DWS)

scheme is introduced to assign more and longer periods of wavelengths to higher

priority classes dynamically and efficiently due to wavelength-sharing. The inte-

gration of DWS scheme and another proposed Delayed Burst Assignment (DBA)

scheme improves the burst loss performance by giving the burst head packet (BHP)

two opportunities of scheduling its data burst (DB).

Furthermore, we propose two novel burst assembly algorithms with traffic shap-

ing functions to reduce the variance of assembled traffic and improve the burst

loss performance, which are named advanced timer-based and sliding window-based

assembly algorithms.

Finally, an edge buffering based OBS layer fast error recovery scheme is pro-

posed to improve the TCP performance over OBS networks, in which lost bursts are

retransmitted at edge nodes without being reassembled.

In general, all the proposed schemes solve many of the fundamental issues faced

by optical burst switching networks, thereby making OBS more practical and effi-

cient in the near future.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivations and Objectives

Nowadays, the scale of the Internet enlarges rapidly, and the demand for network

bandwidth has been increasing remarkably. Dramatically increased amount of the

World Wide Web users have brought more information servers online. Furthermore,

the types of network services have been largely increased, and the proportion of

multimedia technologies integrated by video and audio becomes larger. All these

reasons have made the Internet traffic increase rapidly, and the demand for network

bandwidth become more urgent than ever.

With the explosive growth of the Internet and the rapid evolution of Dense

Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) technique, optical fiber seems to be

the perfect carrier for future high-speed networks. In a DWDM system, each fiber

carries multiple communication channels, with each channel operating on a different

wavelength [1]. Such an optical transmission system has a potential capacity to

provide over 50Tbps bandwidth on a single fiber.

Current networks typically consist of four layers: IP layer for carrying applica-

tions and services, ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) layer for traffic engineering,

SONET/SDH layer for transport, and DWDM for capacity. When the data stream

arrives at a switching point, the optical signal of data is converted into electronic

form, and the processing and forwarding are done in the electronic domain. This

is known as an Optical-Electronic (O/E) conversion. When the electronic signal of

1
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data is passed to the output port, it is again converted and modulated onto the fiber

as an optical signal (Electronic-Optical). Such a switching point is said to perform

O/E/O conversion.

In such a network, all communications are limited by the electronic process-

ing capabilities of the system. Although hardware-based high-speed electronic IP

routers with capacity up to a few hundred gigabits per second are available now,

there is still a serious mismatch between the transmission capacity of WDM fibers

and the switching capacity of electronic IP routers.

With IP traffic as the dominant traffic in the networks, the traditional layered

network architecture is no longer adapted to the evolution of the Internet. In the

multi-layered architecture, each layer may limit the scalability of the entire net-

work, as well as adding the cost of the entire network. As the capabilities of both

routers and OXCs (optical cross-connects) grow rapidly, the high data rates of opti-

cal transport suggest bypassing the SONET/SDH and ATM layers and moving their

necessary functions to other layers. This results in a simpler, more cost-efficient net-

work that can transport very large volumes of traffic. IP over WDM is considered

as a promising solution for the next generation network since it has no intermediate

layer so that it can void the functionality redundancy of the ATM and SONET/SDH

layers.

There are sill some difficulties in realizing all optical networks, such as the optical

RAM is ongoing research now, and some technologies and standards have to be

designed. So the processing of IP packets in the optical domain is still not practical

yet, and the optical router control system is implemented electronically. Nowadays,

we are mostly studying the semi-transparent optical transport networks. In optical

transport networks, the control messages are processed electronically, and the data

are propagated in the high-speed transparent data channels. To realize an IP-over-

DWDM architecture, several approaches, such as Wavelength Routing (WR) [2, 3,

74], Optical Packet Switching (OPS) [9,12,14,17] and Optical Burst Switching (OBS)

[21, 24, 25], have been proposed. Of all these approaches, optical burst switching

(OBS) can achieve a good balance between the coarse-gained wavelength routing

and fine-gained optical packet switching, thereby combining others’ benefits while
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avoiding their shortcomings.

1.2 Contributions of This Dissertation

In this dissertation, we analyze several critical issues affecting optical burst switching

networks, such as quality-of-service, burst assembly and TCP over OBS. Our main

contributions of this dissertation are as follows:

We address the issue how to provide proportional differentiated services in OBS

networks [28, 31, 34]. Firstly, a Dynamic Wavelength Selection (DWS) scheme is

introduced to provide proportional differentiated services in bufferless OBS net-

works by assigning more and longer periods of wavelengths to higher priority classes

dynamically and efficiently due to wavelength-sharing. Then, a Delayed Burst As-

signment (DBA) scheme is introduced, by which bursts of the high priority class are

given a higher probability for reserving bandwidth by scheduling the bursts of the

low priority class with a delay to provide QoS in OBS networks. The integration

of these two schemes not only provides proportional differentiated services, but also

improves the burst loss performance by giving the burst head packet (BHP) two op-

portunities of scheduling its data burst (DB). We also extend our proposed schemes

to provide proportional differentiated services with absolute constraints [33].

Next we analyze the assembled traffic of the Science Information Network (SINET)

by using the Fractional Brownian Motion (FBM) model. The analytical results show

that the general timer-based and threshold-based assembly schemes could not avoid

increasing the burstiness, which will deteriorate the network performance. Thereby

we propose two novel burst assembly algorithms with traffic shaping functions to

reduce the variance of assembled traffic, which are named advanced timer-based

assembly algorithm and sliding window-based assembly algorithm. The simulation

results show that both the advanced timer-based and the sliding window-based as-

sembly algorithms have better burst loss performance than the timer-based and the

threshold-based assembly algorithms. The simulation results also indicate that the

advanced timer-based assembly algorithm has better performance in terms of edge

buffering delay than the sliding window-based assembly algorithm does [32,36,37].
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We also develop a precise analytical model to study the performance of TCP

traffic in OBS networks. An edge buffering based OBS layer error recovery scheme

is proposed for OBS networks, in which lost bursts are retransmitted at edge nodes.

The analytical and simulation results show that our proposed scheme can lighten

burst loss ratio for TCP flows of the OBS network [30,35].

In general, all the proposed schemes solve many of the fundamental issues faced

by optical burst switching networks, thereby making OBS more practical and effi-

cient in the near future.

1.3 Organization of This Dissertation

This Ph.D dissertation thus investigates issues for QoS control and performance

improvement methods in optical burst switching networks. This document is struc-

tured as follows:

Chapter 2 provides an introduction to optical burst switching, with comparisons

to wavelength routing and optical packet switching. We also introduce the architec-

ture of OBS networks and burst assembly at the edge nodes, signaling schemes for

reserving resources in OBS works.

Chapter 3 addresses the issue how to provide proportional differentiated services

in OBS networks. We introduce a Dynamic Wavelength Selection (DWS) scheme

and an integration of DWS and DBA (Delayed Burst Assignment) scheme to provide

proportional differentiated services in bufferless OBS networks.

Chapter 4 extends the proposed schemes in Chapter 3 to provide proportional

differentiated services with absolute constraints.

In Chapter 5, based on the analysis of the assembled traffic characteristics, we

present and evaluate two novel burst assembly algorithms, named advanced timer-

based and sliding window-based, with traffic smoothing functions to reduce the

burstiness of assembled traffic and improve the burst loss performance.

In Chapter 6, we develop an analytical model to evaluate the TCP performance

of the OBS network and introduce an OBS layer acknowledgment mechanism and a

loss detection and error recovery mechanism.
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Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation and identifies the future works.



Chapter 2

Optical Burst Switching

This chapter provides an introduction to optical burst switching, in comparisons

with wavelength routing and optical packet switching. We also introduce the archi-

tecture of OBS networks and burst assembly at the edge nodes, signaling schemes

and contention resolutions for reserving resources in an OBS work.

2.1 Optical Switching Technologies

For the next generation optical transport networks, there are three promising op-

tical switching technologies: wavelength-routing (circuit-switching), optical packet

switching, optical burst switching. Circuit and packet switching have been used for

many years for voice and data communications. Optical burst switching was in-

troduced only recently and haven’t been as well studied as wavelength routing and

optical packet switching. In the following, we will introduce optical burst switching

in comparisons with wavelength routing and optical packet switching.

2.1.1 Wavelength Routing

Wavelength routing is similar to traditional circuit switching, in which a lightpath

[90] is established between the source and the destination before data transmission.

During transmission, there is no need for the intermediate nodes to perform complex

processing of packet header and buffering of the payload.

6
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Birman et. al [6] points out that wavelength routing networks are not equiva-

lent to electronic circuit switching networks because circuits in a circuit switching

network are equivalent whereas lightpaths are not because that a lightpath should

take the same wavelength along a path.

When wavelength routing lighpath connections are static, they may not be able

to accommodate the highly variable and bursty nature of Internet traffic in an ef-

ficient manner. If traffic is varying dynamically, sending this traffic over static

lightpaths would result in an inefficient utilization of wavelength. In addition, given

a limited number of wavelengths, only a limited number of lightpaths can be estab-

lished at the same time. On the other hand, if we attempt to set up lightpaths in

a very dynamic manner, the network state information will be constantly changing,

making it difficult to maintain current network state information. How to assign

wavelengths to a lightpath along its route is called Routing and Wavelength As-

signment (RWA) [7, 8]. The objective for RWA is to set up lighpaths and assign

wavelengths in a manner which minimizes the amount of the blocking of connec-

tions or which maximizes the number of connections that are established in the

network.

One of the main features of wavelength routing is its two-way reservation process

in set-up of lighpaths, where a source sends a request for setting up a lighpath and

then receives an acknowledgement back from the corresponding destination.

A lighpath is set up by reserving a fixed period on a wavelength along a path

from the source to its corresponding destination. The offset time T , between a set-

up request and data transmission, is at least as long as 2P + 4, where P is the

one-way propagation delay and 4 is the total processing delay along the path. The

set-up time of a lightpath based on a two-way reservation, which may be tens of

milliseconds in a nation-wide backbone network, will be too long for a burst only

containing a few number of packets.

2.1.2 Optical Packet Switching

Optical packet switching is suitable for supporting bursty traffic since it allows

statistical sharing of the wavelengths among packets belonging to different source
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and destination pairs [18–20]. As optical switching technology is developed, we may

eventually see the emergence of photonic packet switching networks in which packets

are switched and routed independently through the network entirely in the optical

domain without being converted back to electronic form at each node. Since all-

optical header processing will not be economically viable in the near future due to

the immaturity of high-speed optical logic, the optical packet switching approach re-

quires each header to go through O/E conversion for processing and E/O conversion

for transmission.

When an optical packet arrives, the optical core node first departs the header

from the payload and converts it into electronic domain and processes it electroni-

cally [16]. The switching fabric is reconfigured based on the information contained

within the header of the packet. Since it takes some time for the header to be

processed and for the switch to be reconfigured, the payload should be delayed at

the input port. At the output port, the header is converted into optical signal and

assembled with the payload into to a new optical packet.

There are many challenges in realizing optical packet switching [10, 11]. One is

that there is no optical equivalence of the random access memory (RAM). So an

optical packet can only be delayed for a limited amount of time via the use of fiber

delay lines (FDLs) before the completion of the header processing. The length of

each optical packet, in terms of the product of its transmission time and the speed

of light, cannot exceed that of the available FDL in which the optical packet to be

“stored”.

Another major challenge is the stringent requirement for synchronization [13],

both between packets arriving at different input ports of an optical switching fabric,

and between packets’ header and payload.

2.1.3 Optical Burst Switching

Optical Burst Switching (OBS) is proposed to achieve a good balance between the

coarse-gained wavelength routing and fine-gained optical packet switching. It is

based on a one-way reservation protocol in which a data burst (a number of packets)

follows a corresponding control packet without waiting for an acknowledgement.
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Table 2.1: Comparison between three optical switching technologies

Optical Switch-

ing Technology

Bandwidth

Utilization

Setup

Latency

Optical

Buffer

Proc/Sync.

Overhead

Wavelength

Routing

low high not re-

quired

very low

Optical Packet

Switching

very high very low required high

Optical Burst

Switching

high low not re-

quired

low

By reserving resources (wavelengths and FDLs) only for a specified period of

time rather than reserving resources for an indefinite period of time, the resources

can be allocated in a more efficient manner and a higher degree of statistical multi-

plexing can be achieved. Thus, optical burst switching is able to overcome some of

the limitations of static wavelenth allocation incurred by wavelength routing. Fur-

thermore, since data is transmitted in large bursts, optical burst switching reduces

the technological requirement of fast optical switches which is necessary for optical

packet switching.

Table 2.1 compares these three optical switching technologies. From this ta-

ble, we can clearly observe that optical burst switching has the advantages of both

wavelength routing and optical packet switching, while potentially avoiding their

shortcomings. In the next section, we will introduce the architecture and technolo-

gies of OBS in detail.

There are some variations of these three optical switching technologies, such as

WaveBand Switching (WBS) [22] and Time Division Switching (TDS) [23]. WBS is

a variation of Wavelength Routing, in which multiple wavelengths are grouped into

a waveband to simplify the structure of OCX by reducing the required input and

output ports which are the main cost of switching fabric. In TDS, each wavelength

is divided by time slots and each slot is considered as a switching granularity.
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2.2 Architecture and Technologies of OBS

Edge 
router

Core 
router

Input
Traffic

Output
Traffic

Figure 2.1: OBS network model

In an OBS network (shown in Fig.2.1), the edge routers and core routers connect

with each other with WDM links. The edge nodes are responsible for assembling

packets into bursts and de-assembling bursts into packets. The core nodes are

responsible for routing and scheduling based on the burst header packets.

Burst
Assembler

BHP

DB

BHP1BHP2

DB1

DB2
Data channel

Offset
time

Data channel

Control channel

Ingress part of an edge router

Burst
deassembler

BHP

DB

Egress pat of an edge router

OBS Network

time

Figure 2.2: Architecture of edge router

An architecture of edge router is shown in Fig.2.2. To eliminate O/E/O (Optical

to Electronic to Optical) conversions and electronic processing loads, which are the
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bottlenecks of this system, the ingress part of an edge node assembles multiple IP

packets with the same egress address into a switching granularity called a burst.

A burst consists of a Burst Header Packet (BHP) and a Data Burst (DB). The

BHP is delivered on a control channel; its corresponding DB is delivered on a data

channel without waiting for a confirmation of a successful reservation. A channel

may consist of one wavelength or a portion of a wavelength, in case of time-division

or code-division multiplexing [25]. In this dissertation, we assume the words of

channel and wavelength have the same meaning.

Switch control
Unit

O/E E/O

Demux Mux

Optical Switch Fabric

Figure 2.3: Architecture of core router

When a BHP arrives at a core node (shown in Fig.2.3), the core node converts

it into an electronic signal, performs routing and configures the optical switching

fabric according to the information carried by the BHP. The DB remains in the

optical domain without O/E/O conversion when it cuts through the core node.

2.2.1 Burst Assembly Schemes

Burst assembly at the edge router is an important issue for OBS networks. Basically,

there are two assembly schemes [25]: threshold-based and timer-based.

In a timer-based scheme, a timer is started at the initialization of assembly. A

burst containing all the packets in the buffer is generated when the timer exceeds
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Figure 2.4: Effect of load on timer-based and threshold-based assembly schemes

the burst assembly period Tb. A large time-out value Tb results in a large packet

buffering delay at the edge node. On the other hand, a too small Tb results in too

many small bursts and a high electronic processing load.

In a threshold-based scheme, a burst is created and sent into the OBS network

when the total size of the packets in the queue reaches a threshold value Lb. The

shortcoming of the threshold-based scheme is that it does not provide any guarantee

on the assembly delay that packets will experience.

The choice of burst assembly algorithms depends on the type of traffic being

transmitted. Timer-based algorithms are suitable for time-constrained traffic such

as real-time applications because the upper bound of the burst assembly delay is

limited. For a time-insensitive application such as file transmission, to reduce the

overhead of control packets and increase OBS transmission efficiency, a threshold-

based scheme may be more appropriate.

How to choose the appropriate time-out or threshold value for creating a burst
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is still an open issue. A smaller assembly granularity leads to a higher number of

bursts and a higher number of contentions, but the average number of packets lost

per contention is less. Also, it will increase the number of control packets. If the

reconfiguration period of optical switching fabric is non-negligible, a smaller assem-

bly granularity will lead to lower network utilization because each switched burst

needs a reconfiguration period. On the other hand, a higher assembly granularity

will lead to a higher burst assembly delay and the average number of packets lost

per contention is larger. There is a tradeoff between the number of contentions

and the average number of packets lost per contention. The selection of optimal

assembly granularity is strongly correlated to the type of input packet traffic. Cao

et al. [82] proposed an Adaptive-Assembly-Period assembly algorithm to adapt as-

sembly periods to match with the TCP congestion control mechanisms and yield a

good performance in terms of good-put and data loss ratio. Li et al. [83] pointed

out that the worst-case performance of any burst assembly algorithm is primarily

determined by the maximum to minimum burst length ratio, followed by the range

of offset time.

In the hybrid assembly scheme of timer-based and threshold-based, a burst can

be sent out when either the burst length exceeds the desirable threshold or the timer

expires. Suppose each edge router has G queues to sort arriving packets. Let the

timer of queue Q[i] be denoted by T [i] and the length of Q[i] be denoted by L[i].

The hybrid scheme is thus implemented using the following algorithm.

Begin

1. When a packet with length of b arrives to Q[i]

If (Q[i] is empty)

Start timer T [i], L[i] = b

Else

Push packet into Q[i], L[i] = L[i] + b

If (L[i] > Lb)

Generate a burst with length L[i] and send it into

the OBS network,

L[i] = 0, stop timer T [i]
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End if

End if

2. When T [i] = Tb

Generate a burst with length L[i] and send it into the OBS network,

L[i] = 0, stop timer T [i]

End

After a burst is generated, the burst is buffered in the queue for an offset time

before being transmitted to give its BHP enough time to reserve network resource

along its route. During this offset time, packets belongs to that queue may continue

to arrive. Because the control packet that contains the burst length information

has already been sent out, these arriving packets could not be included into the

buffered burst. Besides dropping these extra packets, one way to deal with these

packets is to perform burst length prediction [84]. Let the control packet carries

burst length included a predicted part about the additional packets arrives during

the offset time. When the predicted extra burst length is larger than the real extra

burst length, part of reserved wavelength will be wasted. Otherwise, a few extra

packets are dropped.

Another way is to apply two alternate buffers instead of one buffer for each queue

Q[i]. When a burst is generated at one buffer, the future arriving packets will be

stored at another buffer until the next assembly condition is met.

2.2.2 Wavelength-reservation Schemes

In OBS networks, a control packet is sent ahead to reserve wavelength along its

route for its data burst. Widjaja et al. [27] proposed two admission-control protocols

for ATM networks. One is called Tell-And-Wait, in which when the source has a

burst to transfer, it first tries to reserve the bandwidth along the virtual circuit

by sending a short ‘request’ message. If the requested bandwidth is granted at

all the intermediate nodes along its route, an acknowledgement (ACK) from the

destination will return to the source after a round-trip delay; otherwise, a negative

acknowledgement (NACK) will return to the source. The source transmits its burst

on receiving an ACK.
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Another is called Tell-And-Go, in which the source transmits a burst immediately

as soon as it receives the message from the higher layer. A copy of the message is kept

at the source until the source learns that the burst has arrived at the destination

successfully. The receiver sends an ACK back to the corresponding source when

receives the message successfully. Otherwise, the receiver sends back a NACK so

that the source can transmit the same burst again at sometime later.

Src DestNode i

Control Packet

Control Packet

Control Packet

td

Lb

t
c

T

: initial offset time

: processing delay of each node

Figure 2.5: Just-Enough-Time (JET) signaling technique

In OBS, a signaling scheme is also required for reserving resources and configuring

optical switches for burst transmission. Several wavelength-reservation schemes for

OBS, such as Tell-And-Go (TAG) [47], Just-In-Time (JIT) [49] and Just-Enough-

Time (JET) [46] have been proposed. In a TAG scheme, a source node sends out a
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control packet to inform a burst’s arrival. The source node then immediately sends

out a data burst. In order to allow time for the processing of the control message and

the configuring of the switch at each node, the burst may need to be buffered at each

node. In a JIT scheme, the data burst is buffered at the edge node where electronic

memory is cheap and abundant, rather than at the intermediate switching nodes

where optical delay lines are expensive and limited. A source node sends a SETUP

message to reserve wavelength before data transmission and a RELEASE message

to release wavelength after data transmission. An intermediate switching node will

attempt to reserve wavelength immediately when receiving a SETUP message and

release wavelength on receiving a RELEASE message. However, it results in a bad

wavelength utilization due to that the bandwidth holding time is bigger than the

burst transmission time.

Figure 2.5 illustrates the JET signaling technique. As shown, the ingress node

waits for a long offset time before it starts to transmit the data burst. The initial

offset time is set to be larger than the total processing time of the BHP along its

path. It is calculates as τo = h × δ, where h is the number of hops between the

source and the destination, δ is the per-hop burst header processing time. If at

any intermediate node, the reservation is unsuccessful, the burst will be dropped.

Comparing with JIT, the BHP in JET contains the information of the offset time

and the burst length. So the wavelength at each intermediate node will be reserved

at the start of the data burst and will be released at the end of the data burst.

2.2.3 Burst Scheduling Algorithms

When a BHP arrives at a core node, the core node converts it into electronic signal

and obtains the burst arrival time and duration of its corresponding data burst from

the BHP. A data channel scheduling algorithm is invoked to assign a data channel

on the outgoing link to the data burst. The optical switching fabric is reconfigured

based on the scheduling results. We assume there are full-wavelength conversions.

To find a suitable wavelength among the candidate wavelengths for an arriving

burst, several data channel scheduling algorithms, such as First Fit Unscheduled

Channel (FFUC) [25], Latest Available Unused Channel (LAUC) [25], Latest Avail-
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able Unused Channel with Void Filling (LAUC-VF) [25], have been proposed.

A. FFUC

t2

t3

t1

t

t+L

New Burst
data channel 1

time

data channel 2

data channel 3

t=0

Figure 2.6: Illustration of FFUC data scheduling algorithm

The FFUC (also called Horizon) algorithm keeps the unscheduled time for each

data channel. When a BHP arrives, the FFUC algorithm searches all data channels

in a fixed order and assigns the burst to the first channel that is available at the

arrival time of the data burst. An example of FFUC is shown in Fig.2.6, in which

data channel 2 is selected for the new burst because data channel 2 is the first

channel that has unscheduled time at the arrival time t of the new burst when we

search as the increasing order of channels.

For a link with k channels, the best implementation of the Horizon scheduling al-

gorithm takes O(logk) time to schedule a burst. Accordingly, the Horizon algorithm

is relatively simple and has a reasonable good performance in terms of its execu-

tion time. However, the Horizon scheduling algorithm results in a low wavelength

utilization and a high loss rate. This is due to the fact that the Horizon algorithm

does not consider about the generated void intervals between bursts on each data

channel.

B. LAUC

Comparing with FFUC, the LAUC increases wavelength utilization by minimiz-

ing voids created between bursts by selecting the latest available unscheduled data

channel for each arriving data burst. For example, in Fig.2.7, data channel 2 and
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of LAUC data scheduling algorithm

data channel 3 are unscheduled at the arrival time t of the new burst. Data channel

3 will be selected for the new burst because the generated void (t − t3) on data

channel 3 will be smaller than the void (t − t2) that would have been created if

channel 2 was selected. Therefore, LAUC yields better burst loss performance than

FFUC.

C. LAUC-VF
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of LAUC-VF data scheduling algorithm

In both FFUC and LAUC scheduling algorithms, the voids between two data

burst assignments on one data channel, which are also unused channel capacity, have

not been utilized. LAUC-VF (Latest Available Unused Channel with Void Filling)

is similar to LAUC except that in which such voids could be filled by new arriving
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bursts. In LAUC-VF, the start time and end time of voids for each data channel are

maintained. An example of LAUC-VF algorithm is illustrated in Fig.2.8. Given the

arrival time t of a new data burst with duration L to the optical switch, the scheduler

first finds the outgoing data channels that are available for the time period (t, t+L).

Data channels 1, 2 and 5 are available for the coming data burst. Data channel 2 is

chosen to carry the new data burst because the void that will be produced between

the burst and coming data burst is the minimum value.

LAUC-VF yields a better wavelength utilization and a lower loss rate than the

LAUC algorithm. However, even the best known implementation of LAUC-VF has a

much longer execution time than the Horizon scheduling algorithm, especially when

the number of voids is significantly larger than the number of data channels (which

in general is the case).

Several variants of the LAUC-VF algorithm such as Minimum Void [62], Min-SV

(Starting Void) [85], Min-EV (Ending Void) [85] algorithms were proposed recently.

Minimum Void scheduling algorithm selects the data channel in which a void newly

being generated after the burst transmission becomes minimum. Min-SV algorithm

can schedule a burst successfully in O(logm) time, where m is the total number of

void intervals, as long as there is a suitable void interval. It achieves a loss rate

which is at least as low as LAUC-VF, but can run much faster. In fact, its speed

can be almost the same as FFUC algorithm. Min-EV tries to minimize the new

generated void between the end of new reservation and an existing reservation.

2.2.4 Contention Resolutions

Since data bursts are injected into the OBS backbone by edge routers without wait-

ing for a confirmation of a successful reservation, a burst may contend for the wave-

length with other bursts from different burst sources at intermediate nodes, when

they want to occupy the same wavelength on the same output port simultaneously.

Intermediate OBS nodes are required to resolve possible contention among bursts.

Besides dropping contenting bursts directly, contention can be resolved in the fol-

lowing ways:

• FDL buffering: a contending burst is delayed for a fixed period by passing
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through a FDL [71,73].

• Wavelength conversion: a contending burst is sent on another wavelength

through wavelength conversion [46,77].

• Deflection routing: a contending burst is sent to a different output port

and then follows an alternative route to the destination [79,80].

• Burst segmentation: a contending burst is broken into segments and the

overlapped part of the contending burst is dropped [81].

Table 2.2: Comparison of different contention resolutions

Contention

resolution

Advantages Disadvantages

FDL buffer-

ing

Simple and mature Increasing end-to-end

delay and dimensions of

nodes

Wavelength

conversion

The most efficient solution Immature and expensive

Deflection

routing

No extra hardware require-

ment

Out of order arrivals

Burst seg-

mentation

Lower packet loss ratio Complicated control

Table 2.2 compares these four contention resolutions in detail. Of course, these

contention resolutions can be applied jointly.



Chapter 3

Proportional Differentiated

Services Models

3.1 Introduction

Realizing some kind of service differentiation is listed as one of the important issues

for OBS networks. The differentiated services enable Internet users to provide di-

verse quality of service (QoS). Higher network usability can be expected as the result

of realizing this differentiation. Some methods for realizing differentiated services

have been proposed [46,53,54]. These methods can be divided broadly into two cat-

egories, one is non-proportional method and another is proportional method. In the

non-proportional differentiated services model using an extra-offset-time-based [46]

QoS scheme, different offset times are assigned to different priority classes without

any buffer in the WDM layer. By providing a larger offset time, a higher priority

burst is more likely to have wavelength reserved for it because of its early reser-

vation. However, the difference of the burst loss ratios of each class is unstable

because it depends on the traffic load. Although we can change the extra offset

times’ difference to modify the difference of burst loss ratios, a quantitative solution

cannot be found in the approach. We call the proportional differentiated model in

an OBS network if the burst loss ratio of one service class is proportional to those

of other classes regardless of the traffic load. Hence, in the proportional differen-

tiated model, the burst loss ratio of one class is “predictable” if we know that of

21
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another class and is also “controllable” because the network provider can adjust the

class differentiation parameters to adjust the burst loss ratios of each class [89]. It

can be expected that introducing a proportional differentiated model into an OBS

network would be favorable to both network operators and users. Yang et al. [53]

introduced an intentional dropping scheme to maintain the proportion of the loss

ratios for each class based on a set of predefined parameters. At core nodes, arriving

bursts of the lower priority class are dropped when the burst loss ratio of the higher

priority class is too high for the proportional differentiated model even when there

are idle wavelengths to assign for the lower priority bursts. When the lower priority

bursts are dropped, the arrival time of a coming higher priority burst is unknown.

This points to a shortcoming of the intentional dropping scheme: the wavelengths

“saved” by the dropping of the lower priority bursts will be wasted if no burst of

the higher priority class arrives during these “saved” periods. This results in bad

wavelength utilization and high blocking probability.

Some other schemes adopt burst-segmentation [55] or wavelength-preemption

[54] techniques to achieve QoS support. In [91–93], Dr. Jumpot proposed a band-

width allocation with wavelength preemption (BA-WP) scheme to provide propor-

tional differentiated service. In the BA-WP scheme, when there are no wavelength

available for a higher priority burst, the higher priority burst can preempt the wave-

length that has assigned to a lower priority burst and generate a control packet

at the core node to inform the up-stream and down-stream nodes this change of

wavelength reservation.

In OBS, a BHP is processed and sent to the next hop without waiting for the

arrival of its DB. After that, if its DB is truncated or dropped, the BHP is unaware

of these changes and cannot update its carried information (e.g., burst length).

Any attempt to preempt the reserved resources of lower priority classes by higher

priority classes is therefore awkward and inefficient. A solution for preemption and

segmentation is to generate and send a trailer control packet to cancel resources

reserved by the preempted bursts or the dropped parts of the bursts at core nodes.

This results in a complex and difficult implementation, although it does improve

wavelength utilization.
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In this chapter, we focus on the issue of providing proportional differentiated

services with good burst loss performance and simple implementation. First, we

introduce a scheme called Dynamic Wavelength Selection (DWS) to provide propor-

tional differentiated services in bufferless OBS networks by dynamically assigning

more and longer periods of wavelengths to higher priority classes . Compared with

general wavelength-continuity-based scheme [59,60], the DWS scheme can not only

adjust the wavelength numbers dynamically when the traffic load changes, but can

also utilize the wavelengths more efficiently because the wavelengths are shared

among different classes. We also propose another differentiation scheme, named De-

layed Burst Assignment (DBA) scheme, in which bursts of the lower priority class

are processed after a delay to ensure that bursts of the higher priority class have a

higher probability of wavelength reservation. In DBA, BHPs are buffered electrically

so that fiber delay lines are unnecessary at core nodes.

In the combination of these two schemes, a BHP of a lower priority class is

buffered at the core router when it cannot find an available wavelength. It has an

opportunity to reschedule its burst to the wavelengths that have been assigned to

higher priority classes but have not yet been reserved . The integrated scheme not

only provides proportional differentiated services but also achieves lower average

dropping probability without any preemption or segmentation mechanisms. Com-

pared with existing approaches, the combined scheme does not need to generate any

special packets and needs to maintain only a few parameters at core nodes.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 and Section 3.3

introduce our proposed DWS and DBA schemes. Section 3.4 discusses the integrated

scheme of DWS and DBA. Section 3.5 studies the performance of our proposed

schemes.

3.2 Dynamic Wavelength Selection Scheme

Regarding the QoS frameworks suggested by IETF, two broad approaches have been

proposed [57]: Integrated Services (IntServ) and Differentiated Services (DiffServ).

IntServ achieves QoS guarantees through end-to-end resource reservation for packet
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flows at all intermediate nodes. The resource reservation cannot be achieved unless

each node is able to participate. The DiffServ model is more scalable than the

IntServ model in which the core routers differentiate packets on a class-by-class

basis.

To realize DiffServ, a proportional differentiation model seems to be the most

promising, owing to its merits. Basically, in a proportional differentiated model, the

proportion of burst loss probability of one class to that of another class is maintained

at a predefined ratio.

Supposing an OBS network offers N classes of service, we let Pbi(t, t+ τ) be the

average burst loss ratio measured in the time interval (t, t + τ) for class i, where

τ > 0 is the monitoring timescale. The calculation accuracy of the average burst

loss ratio depends on the monitoring time scale. The average burst loss ratio in

a large monitoring time scale cannot response the real-time burst loss ratio when

the traffic is bursty [53]. On the other hand, a too small monitoring time scale

detracts from the accuracy because only a small number of bursts can be observed

in the time scale. Therefore, we assume for now that the monitoring time scale is

long enough. We will study the impact of monitoring timescale on the calculation

accuracy of burst loss ratio in detail in Section 3.5. The proportional differentiation

model requirement is defined in [56] as:

Pbi(t, t + τ)

Pbj(t, t + τ)
=

si

sj

∀ i, j ∈ {1 · · ·N} (3.1)

where si(1 ≤ i ≤ N) is the burst loss ratio differentiation parameter of class i as

set by the provider. Without loss of generality, we suppose class i has priority over

class j when i < j.

Proportional differentiation models have two types: single-hop or end-to-end [57].

The end-to-end type needs to maintain the status of each flow at every core node.

Here, we study only the single-hop type at each core node.

We assume that there are k data wavelengths for each output link in an OBS node

and that there are full wavelength conversions. To find a suitable wavelength among

the candidate wavelengths of an arriving burst, several data channel scheduling

algorithms, such as First Fit (FF) [25], First Fit with Void Filling (FF-VF) [25],
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Latest Available Unused Channel with Void Filling (LAUC-VF) [25] and Minimum

Void [62], have been proposed. In this chapter, we adopt LAUC-VF as our algorithm

at core nodes due to its high efficiency and simple implementation. In a classless

OBS network, there is no constraint on the wavelength searching range.

We introduce the Dynamic Wavelength Selection (DWS) scheme to assign dif-

ferent constraints for different class services in the wavelength searching range. Our

scheme assigns a candidate wavelength set for each class. For an incoming burst,

the core node can schedule it to be sent only on one of the candidate wavelengths

of its class.

A number of wavelength-continuity-based schemes have already been proposed.

In [48], each node assigns wavelengths to arriving bursts based on the wavelength

priority information calculated from the wavelength utilization history. This results

in a complex implementation because the utilization information of each wavelength

needs to be collected in the whole network. In [60], the wavelengths assigned to each

class are fixed. Because they could not vary with the traffic load, the system could

not provide proportional differentiated services. In [59], each wavelength is occupied

exclusively by one class. This results in waste of wavelengths and a high burst loss

ratio.

To avoid the shortcomings of the above schemes, we analyze wavelength-continuity-

based schemes and make several propositions by giving details about each of them

on the list, which are important for our schemes but are disregarded by existing

works in the above references. We suppose that Ci(t) is the candidate wavelength

set of class i at time t. To avoid the shortcoming of scheme in [59], we first propose:

Proposition 1: To utilize the wavelengths efficiently, the candidate wavelength

set of each class Ci(t) should be as large as possible.

The void (idle period) between two scheduled data bursts on one wavelength is

unused wavelength capacity. If a wavelength is occupied exclusively by one class,

these voids will be wasted despite bursts of other classes arriving during these pe-

riods. To improve wavelength utilization and minimize the dropping probability,

multiple classes should be able to share each wavelength.
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As an example, suppose a burst switching fabric offers two wavelengths and two

classes of services. Fig.3.1(a) illustrates the scenario when we assign wavelength

D1 to class1 and D2 to class2, the burst3 and burst4 are dropped due to the

wavelengths are occupied by early arriving burst1 and burst2. Comparing this with

Fig.3.1(b), in which we assign {D1, D2} to both class1 and class2, the droppings

are avoided and the wavelength utilization is improved.
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Figure 3.1: Example of Proposition 1

Proposition 2: If Cj(t) ⊂ Ci(t), class i has a higher priority over class j, for all

i, j=1· · · N .

This is because that one class with a larger number of candidate wavelengths

has a higher priority, because it has more and longer periods of wavelengths in the
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output link for assigning arriving bursts. Different candidate wavelength sets can

thus be exploited to provide different priority classes of service and different burst

loss probabilities. According to Proposition 1, to maximize wavelength utilization,

the highest class is assigned with the whole wavelength set and while lower classes

are assigned with different subsets.

To avoid the shortcoming of the scheme of [60] and provide proportional differ-

entiated services, the wavelengths assigned to each class should be varied with the

traffic load. The following item is proposed.

Proposition 3: When Cj(t) ⊂ Ci(t), if the candidate wavelengths of class j

increase, the burst loss ratio of class j is decreased, and the burst loss ratio of class

i is increased.

This item shows that there is no isolation between classes in our DWS model.

When the number of candidate wavelengths of a class increases, the burst loss prob-

ability of that class will decrease because it has more wavelengths to assign arriving

bursts. At the same time, the burst loss probabilities of other classes increase be-

cause some periods of their candidate wavelengths are occupied by that class. Thus

when we adjust the candidate wavelength number of a class (except the highest

class), the proportion of the burst loss ratio of that class to the burst loss ratio of

the highest class will change.

Based on the above analyses, we next describe the scheme for proportional service

differentiation. To simplify the scheme, we use M burst arrivals to represent the

monitoring timescale τ . A FIFO is used to record the status of the recent M bursts.

The depth of the FIFO is M bits and its width is 2N(N is the number of classes)

bits. The data structure of the FIFO is organized as in Fig.3.2. For entry j, if the

(N + i)th bit equals ′1′, the jth arriving burst belongs to class i. When the ith bit

equals ′1′, it means that the jth arriving burst belongs to class i and is dropped.

For class i, let recvi be the number of arriving bursts, dropi be the number of

dropped bursts, Pbi be the burst loss ratio, and ai be the number of candidate

wavelengths. Let k be total number of wavelengths for each output link to carry

data burst and Bl
EN be the value of the lth bit of entry EN . The scheme is thus

realized as the following algorithm.
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Figure 3.2: Data structure of status of bursts

Begin ai = k, for i = 1 · · ·N
Step 1. When a burst of class i arrives

Use LAUC VF algorithm to schedule burst,

If (schedule succeeds)

Forward it to next hop,

recvi + +,

Create a new entry NEW EN with

the (N + i)th bit set 1

Else

Discard burst,

dropi + +, recvi + +

Create a new entry NEW EN with both

the ith and the (N + i)th bit set 1
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End if

Step 2. Push the entry NEW EN into the FIFO

and pop the oldest entry OLD EN

For i=1 to N

Begin

recvi = recvi −BN+i
OLD EN ,

dropi = dropi −Bi
OLD EN ,

Pbi = dropi/recvi,

If Pbi/Pb1 > si/s1

if (ai < k) ai = ai + 1

Else if Pbi/Pb1 < si/s1

if (ai > 0) ai = ai − 1

End if

End

End

In the above DWS scheme, the status of only the recent M bursts is recorded,

so the oldest entry is deleted when a new burst arrives. Also, the variables such as

dropi and recvi which record the information of the oldest entry are updated. When

Pbi is too high (or low), ai will be increased (or decreased) to decrease (or increase)

Pbi and maintain the ratio of Pbi to Pb1. If there is no candidate wavelength for

the arriving burst (ai = 0), the core node will drop the burst immediately.

One advantage of this scheme is that there is no basic requirement on the number

of wavelengths. It can work even when there is only one wavelength. Figure 3.3

shows an example of how one wavelength can support two classes. Suppose class 1

has a priority, so it can use this wavelength on all timescales, and class 2 uses only

part of this wavelength. For simplicity, we divided the timescale into blocks. In each

blocks such as [0, T1], a sub-block [0, T2] is shared by class 1 and class 2 and another

sub-block [T2, T1] is monopolized by class 1. Therefore, by changing the ratio of T2

to T1, we can achieve proportional differentiated services.
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Figure 3.3: Example of one wavelength supporting two classes

3.3 Delayed Burst Assignment Scheme

Delayed Burst Assignment (DBA) is a service differentiation technique in which

bursts of lower priority are processed after a delay to guarantee that bursts of higher

priority are more likely to have wavelengths reserved for them. A service differen-

tiation technique called the Generalized LAUC-VF (G-LAUC-VF) algorithm was

proposed in [61]. It provides differentiated services by maintaining a BHP queue for

each class and ensures that BHPs of higher priority are processed before BHPs of

lower priority. We define BHP queueing delay as the period a BHP spent waiting in

the BHP queue. With this algorithm, the BHP queueing delay delay for the lower

priority class is uncontrollable when the higher priority traffic is heavy, and the

scheme might deteriorate into a classless one when the traffic load is low (no BHP

in queue when the inter-arrival time of BHPs is much longer than the processing

time of a BHP). Our DBA scheme is simpler than the G-LAUC-VF algorithm, and

it avoids that technique’s shortcomings. Moreover, in the DBA scheme, no optical

buffer but electronic buffer is needed.

DBA divides BHPs into two types: type I and type II. Type I has priority over

type II. The bursts of both types have the same offset time. The scheme works as

follows.

1. When a BHP of type I arrives, it is processed normally and is sent to the

next node. When a BHP of type II arrives, it is queued in a BHP queue for

a waiting time period Twait. Because BHPs are processed electronically, we
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can delay them in the electronic components such as Random Access Memory

(RAM). During this waiting period, the BHPs of type I are processed and

wavelengths are reserved by them, resulting in a reducing burst loss ratio for

type I.

2. When Twait has passed, the BHPs of type II are processed and the wavelengths

that have not been reserved by type I bursts are reserved.

Twait should be included in the extra offset time. If it is not included, the

BHP’s residual offset time will be less than the processing time of the BHP for its

remaining route after it has been buffered at intermediate nodes. In this case, the

corresponding DB will be dropped by the core node because the BHP could not be

processed before the DB’s arrival. When Twait is close to zero, the whole system will

deteriorate into a classless one because there is not enough time for processing type

I BHPs. A large Twait, on the other hand, will cause a large extra offset time and a

large end-to-end delay.

3.4 Integrated DWS and DBA Scheme

In the DWS scheme, lower priority traffic cannot use the wavelengths assigned to

the higher priority traffic even when the wavelengths are idle. This limitation wastes

wavelengths. As for the problem of the DBA scheme, it is difficult to find a suitable

value for “Twait” by which it can provide proportional differentiated services.

To solve these problems, we integrated the DWS scheme with the DBA scheme.

As described in Section 3.3, we divide bursts into two types. BHPs of type I bursts

are processed as they arrive and BHPs of type II bursts are processed after they

have been queued for Twait. In the integrated scheme, a “type I” burst refers to each

incoming burst, which is scheduled in accordance with the DWS scheme. A “type

I” burst can be scheduled only to be sent on a wavelength within the candidate

wavelength set of its class. If it can be scheduled, its BHP is processed normally

and sent to the next hop. If it can not be scheduled when its BHP arrives and if its

residual offset time is shorter than a threshold (the minimum time for the remaining

route), it is dropped immediately. If its residual time is longer than the threshold,
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it is regarded as a “type II” burst, whose BHP is to be queued for Twait before it is

sent on a wavelength within its rescheduling wavelength set.

In addition to the candidate wavelength set Ci(t) for class i, we also assign a

rescheduling candidate wavelength set Cr
i (t). We assign the rescheduling wavelength

set with the whole wavelength set when the candidate wavelength is not empty. The

rescheduling wavelength set is dynamically adjusted using the flowchart in Fig.3.4.

Note that ar
i denotes the wavelength number of Cr

i (t).

Pbi/Pb1<si/s1

ai=ai-1
ari=k

Y

N

Pbi/Pb1>si/s1ari=ari+1

N

End

Start

ai>0
Y

ari=ari-1

N

ari<k
YY

ai=ai+1
ari=k

N

Figure 3.4: Flowchart for assigning rescheduling wavelength set

Bursts will be dropped if no suitable wavelength in Cr
i (t) can be found. Figure

3.5 summarizes the operations of the integrated scheme.

As we assume there is no optical buffer in core nodes, end-to-end delay = end-

to-end propagation delay + end-to-end BHP queueing delay. Here, the end-to-end

BHP queueing delay is defined as the sum of the BHP queueing delays at core nodes

during transmission, which should be included in the extra offset time. Let Nmax be

the maximum hop number and T extra
offset be the maximum required extra offset time in

the OBS network. Tmax
offset = Twait×Nmax (i.e., the worst case whereby lower priority

BHPs buffered for Twait at each core node).

Twait is a parameter that affects the scheduling performance. When Twait is close

to zero, the system will deteriorate into a DWS system. A large Twait, on the other

hand, will cause a large extra offset time and a large end-to-end delay. There is a

tradeoff between burst loss performance and end-to-end delay. We will study the
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Figure 3.5: Simplified flowchart of integrated scheme

impact of Twait in detail in Section 3.5 by simulations.

To prevent the end-to-end delay from becoming too large, we introduce a new

parameter Nr(Nr ≤ Nmax), the maximum number of times for a BHP to be queued

during transmission. When the number of times a BHP has been queued reaches

Nr, the burst will be dropped immediately if it can not find a suitable wavelength

in its candidate wavelength set. The required extra offset time is thus limited to:

Tmax
offset = Twait ×Nr.

3.5 Numerical Results and Discussion

We use OPNET as a simulation tool to study the performance of our schemes and

compare them with existing dropping schemes. To check their efficiency, especially

when the offset times are varied during transmission, we simulate a multiple hop

network with a ring topology as shown in Fig.3.6. The shortest-path-first routing

method is used to establish a route between each pair of edge nodes Ei(i=1 to 17),
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Figure 3.6: Simulation network model for performance evaluations

and the maximum hop distance is 10. Bursts are generated at each edge node Ei. We

assume that the burst inter-arrival time follows an exponential distribution and the

burst size follows a normal distribution. Note that these assumptions are the same

as the ones in [39,40,46]. The average burst size is 50 Kbytes. All bursts are assumed

to have the same initial offset time (default value is 5ms if not specified), which is

small enough even for real-time applications. For a core node Ci(i=1 to 17), we

assume that each output link consists of 16 wavelengths with a transmission rate of

1 Gbps per wavelength. Although there is no optical buffer in the simulations, there

are full wavelength conversions at the OBS nodes. The basic processing time for

BHP at each core node is set to be 0.1 ms. To investigate the service differentiation,

we consider four classes, a load distribution of λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = λ4, and proportional

parameters of s1=1.0, s2=2.0, s3=4.0, and s4=8.0.

To study the calculation accuracy of the burst loss ratio, we do 10 simulations

for the DWS scheme (The results for the integrated scheme not shown here are

similar) at different monitoring time scales respectively. For each monitoring time

scale, we let Maxpb be the maximum value of average burst loss ratios, Minpb be the

minimum value of average burst loss ratios and, Avgpb be the sample value. Figure
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3.7 shows the impact of monitoring time scale on the calculation errors of burst loss

ratios for different traffic loads. Here, Calculation error=(Maxpb −Minpb)/Avgpb.

The figure shows that the calculation error decreases as the monitoring time scale

increases. When the monitoring time scale is larger than 6 × 106 burst arrivals,

the calculation error is very low (under 0.01) even for a low traffic load (0.3). In

the remainder of this chapter, the monitoring time scale is set to 6 × 106 burst

arrivals. If we denote traffic load as ρ, the chosen monitoring time scale is about

150/ρ seconds. (τ = 6×106× average burst length/(bandwidth of each wavelength

×wavelength number×ρ)=150/ρ seconds.)

Figure 3.7: Calculation error of burst loss ratio versus monitoring time scale

Table 3.1 shows the proportions of simulated burst loss ratios for the DWS

scheme. The results show that the proportions (Pbi/Pb1, i=2, 3, 4) of the burst

loss ratios of classes 1 to 4 are close to the ratios (si/s1) of predefined parameters

and are independent of the traffic load (ρ). Hence, the DWS scheme is proved to

achieve proportional differentiated services.

Figure 3.8 compares the burst loss ratio of an intentional dropping scheme (plot-

ted as Drop in the figure) with that of the DWS scheme. The burst loss ratios
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Table 3.1: Proportions of simulated burst loss ratios for DWS scheme

(s1:s2:s3:s4=1:2:4:8)

ρ Pb2/Pb1 Pb3/Pb1 Pb4/Pb1

0.30 2.02 4.07 7.95

0.40 1.97 3.94 7.94

0.50 1.98 3.95 7.95

0.58 1.98 3.96 7.99

0.68 1.98 3.98 7.96

0.76 1.98 3.92 7.99

0.83 2.00 4.00 8.00

0.89 2.02 4.01 8.01

0.93 2.00 4.00 7.96

0.97 1.99 4.00 7.95

increase when the traffic load increases. Intentional dropping and DWS each pro-

vide proportional service differentiation for multi-class traffic. However, the DWS

scheme has better burst loss performance. For example, when the traffic load changes

from 0.3 to 0.8, the burst loss ratio of DWS is only about 50% of that of intentional

dropping.

Regarding the performance of the integrated scheme, Figs.3.9 and 3.10 show

the impact of Nr and Twait on the average burst loss ratios for a low traffic load

(0.3) and for a high traffic load (0.89), respectively. In the figures, the curve “aL”

denotes the burst loss ratio when Twait is set to a times the average burst length (L).

The initial offset time is set to 30 ms. Note that Nr = 0 corresponds to the DWS

scheme. These results indicate that as Nr and Twait increase, the burst loss ratio

decreases. However, when Twait exceeds the average burst length duration and Nr

exceeds 4, the burst loss ratios decrease slowly and eventually become almost the

same; the results for other traffic loads, not shown here, are similar. Thus, in the

following simulations, we set 0.4 ms (average burst length duration=average burst

length/bandwidth=50 Kbytes/1 Gbps=0.4 ms) and 4 as the default values of Twait
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Figure 3.8: Burst loss ratio for Drop and DWS schemes

and Nr.

The results in Table 3.2 show that the proportions of different classes are close

to the ratios of predefined parameters and are independent of the traffic load for

the integrated scheme. Therefore, the integrated scheme achieves proportional dif-

ferentiated services for multi-class traffic. Figure 3.11 compares the burst loss per-

formances of the DWS and the integrated schemes. The results show that the

integrated scheme has better burst loss performance than does the DWS scheme

because that it does not waste wavelengths. For example, the burst loss ratio of

the integrated scheme is about 50% that of the DWS scheme when the traffic load

changes from 0.3 to 0.6. This is because the BHP of a lower priority class in the

integrated scheme will be buffered at the core node when it cannot find an available

wavelength and has an opportunity to reschedule its burst to the wavelengths that

have been assigned to higher priority classes but have not yet been reserved.

Figure 3.12 shows the end-to-end BHP queueing delay normalized to the average

burst length duration for each class during transmission. We can see that the lower

priority bursts have larger queueing delay than do the higher priority bursts. For
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Figure 3.9: Average burst loss ratios versus Nr for integrated scheme with traffic

load =0.3

example, the queueing delay is several microseconds for class 2, tens of microseconds

for class 3, and hundreds of microseconds for class 4. The simulation results show

that although the integrated scheme improves the burst loss performance at the

expense of increasing extra offset time, the increase of end-to-end delay is very small

(at most hundreds of microseconds) and would be negligible for real applications.

Figures 3.13 and 3.14 illustrate the average burst loss ratio and normalized

throughput at each link. Normalized throughput = throughput/(link capacity). Be-

cause each burst does not have the same size, the burst loss ratio differs from the

bit loss ratio. Thus, the normalized throughput can be used to evaluate the network

performance from another angle than burst loss ratio. The integrated scheme has

the highest normalized throughput and the lowest average burst loss ratio, whereas

the intentional dropping scheme has the lowest normalized throughput and highest

loss ratio at all load levels.

Figure 3.15 compares the average end-to-end burst loss ratios. The integrated

scheme has not only the best single-hop performance and but also the best end-to-

end burst loss performance.
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Figure 3.10: Average burst loss ratios versus Nr for integrated scheme with traffic

load=0.89

Figure 3.16 shows how the per-hop control affects the end-to-end burst loss ratios

of each class for the integrated scheme. The simulation results show that although

the integrated scheme cannot guarantee end-to-end proportional differentiated ser-

vices, it can guarantee that a higher priority class receives better services than does

a lower priority class. How to provide end-to-end proportional differentiated services

will be the focus of our future study.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we described how to provide proportional differentiated services in

an OBS network. First, we introduced a priority scheme, called dynamic wavelength

selection (DWS), which can efficiently support proportional differentiated services

in bufferless OBS networks. We compared the performances of this scheme and

the intentional dropping scheme in a series of simulations. The simulation results

showed that the DWS scheme has better performance in terms of burst loss ratio
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Table 3.2: Proportions of simulated burst loss ratios for integrated scheme

(s1:s2:s3:s4=1:2:4:8)

ρ Pb2/Pb1 Pb3/Pb1 Pb4/Pb1

0.30 2.03 3.99 7.99

0.40 1.99 4.00 7.98

0.50 2.02 4.02 8.03

0.58 2.02 4.02 8.00

0.68 1.99 3.98 7.96

0.76 2.00 3.99 7.97

0.83 1.99 3.99 7.97

0.89 2.00 4.02 8.01

0.93 1.98 3.99 7.96

0.97 1.99 4.00 8.03

and throughput.

We also proposed a delayed burst assignment scheme and integrated it with the

DWS scheme to support proportional differentiated services in OBS networks. The

integrated scheme proved to have the best performance. Through simulation, we also

found that when the BHP waiting time period (Twait) and the maximum number of

times for a BHP to be queued (Nr) exceed some values, the performance is improved

smoothly. These results could prevent the end-to-end delay from becoming too large.

As shown in the Appendix, unlike the existing priority schemes such as BA-WP

scheme, our integrated scheme does not need any complex burst segmentation or

wavelength preemption support, so it is especially suitable for OBS networks because

of its simple implementation. Moreover, it provides controllable and predictable

proportional differentiated services for each class. Our future research will deal with

how to provide end-to-end service differentiation.
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Figure 3.11: Burst loss ratios for DWS and integrated schemes

Figure 3.12: End-to-end BHP queueing delay for integrated scheme
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Figure 3.13: Average burst loss ratios for DWS, Drop and integrated schemes

Figure 3.14: Normalized throughput for DWS, Drop and integrated schemes
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Figure 3.15: End-to-end burst loss ratios for DWS, Drop and integrated schemes

Figure 3.16: End-to-end burst loss ratios for integrated scheme
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Appendix: Comparison of integrated scheme with

BA-WP scheme

In this appendix, we compared burst loss performance between the BA-WP and the

integrated schemes. For simulation, we assume the bursts are generated at the edge

nodes following an exponential distribution for burst inter-arrival time and Normal

distribution for burst size, the average burst size is 50K bytes. There is no optical

buffer but full wavelength conversions at the core node. Each output link of the core

nodes consists of 16 wavelengths with a transmission rate of 1Gbps per wavelength.

We consider three classes of traffic, the traffic ratios are assumed to be 20%, 20%,

and 60% for classes 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The proportional parameters are set as

follows: s1=1.0, s2=2.0, s3=4.0.

A. Simulations with star topology

The first simulations are conducted on a star topology as shown in Fig.3.17. Bursts

are generated in each edge node and are destined to all other edge nodes.

C

E

E

E

E E

E

E

E

Figure 3.17: Star topology of eight edge nodes and one single core node

It is shown in Fig.3.18 that the integrated scheme has a similar burst loss per-

formance compared to BA-WP scheme. This means that our proposed integrated
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scheme can achieve the similar burst loss performance under star topology network

without generating control packets at intermediate nodes.

Figure 3.18: Burst loss ratios for BA-WP and integrated schemes

B. Simulation with binary-star topology

We also do simulations with a binary-star topology as shown in Fig.3.19. Bursts are

generated in each edge node and are destined to all other edge nodes.

As shown in Fig.3.20, the integrated scheme has a little better burst loss perfor-

mance than BA-WP scheme does. This is because in BA-WP scheme, the BHP of

preempted burst has been already sent to the next core node before preemption hap-

pens. The preempted burst will contend the wavelengths with other normal bursts

at the next hop node and may succeed in reservation before the cancellation control

packet arrives. Although the cancellation control packet can release the wavelength

reservation of the preempted burst, some normal bursts have already been dropped

before the releasing of wavelengths. This will result in wavelength waste because

preempted bursts occupy the wavelengths that should be assigned to normal bursts.

Based on the above analyses, we can draw the conclusion that our proposed

integrated scheme has two advantages compared to BA-WP scheme:
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Figure 3.19: Binary-star topology of eight edge nodes and two core nodes

1. The integrated scheme does not need to generate any special packets and needs

to maintain only a few parameters at core nodes. So it is especially suitable

for OBS networks because of its simple implementation.

2. The performance of integrated scheme will not deteriorate at a multi-hop net-

work while BA-WP scheme does.

The integrated scheme also has two shortcomings comparing with BA-WP scheme:

1. It needs more initial offset time and will results in a longer end-to-end delay.

2. It needs electronic buffering at core routers.

We can deduce that our proposed integrated scheme has better performance than

BA-WP scheme in a multi-hop network such as Fig.3.6 because its performance does

not deteriorate at a multi-hop network like BA-WP scheme does.
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Figure 3.20: Burst loss ratios for BA-WP and integrated schemes



Chapter 4

Proportional Differentiated

Services with Absolute

Constraints

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3, we have introduced several schemes for relative QoS model, in which

the QoS of one class is defined relatively in comparison to other classes. For example,

a higher priority burst is guaranteed to experience lower loss probability than a lower

priority burst. However, no upper bound on the loss probability is guaranteed for

the higher priority burst. There are many types of traffic that require strict QoS

guarantees. For example, a data transfer operation cannot bear packet loss ratio

exceeding a certain threshold.

The absolute QoS model provides a worst-case QoS guarantee to applications.

This kind of hard guarantee is essential to support applications with delay and loss

ratio constraints, such as multimedia and mission-critical applications.

Q.zhang et al. [68] proposed an early dropping scheme to drop lower priority

bursts to assure higher priority bursts have more probability in reserving wavelength

to meet the absolute constraint of higher priority class. However, the absolute QoS

model is a crucial QoS model, there is no differentiation among the classes when the

traffic load is low. J.Phuritatkul [91] proposed an Adaptive Wavelength Preemption

48
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(AWP) to guarantee absolute QoS. In this approach, higher priority bursts can

preempt lower priority bursts adaptively in a probabilistic manner to meet absolute

constraints.

Although it has been accepted that proportional differentiated services with ab-

solute constraints is important [69,70], there is no scheme in the literature to provide

proportional differentiated services with absolute constraints in OBS.

In this chapter, we focus on the issue of providing proportional differentiated

services with absolute constraints. For a system supports both absolute constraints

and proportional constraints, we define absolute QoS constraints have higher priority

over proportional QoS constraints. When there are conflicts between constraints,

the constraints with lower priorities will be relaxed [69,70].

4.2 Supporting Joint QoS with DWS Scheme

In this section, we extend the DWS scheme introduced in Chapter 3 to support pro-

portional differentiated services with absolute constraints. Besides the parameters

introduced in Chapter 3, we add a new parameter Pbmax
i , the maximum burst loss

ratio at each node for class i. The scheme is thus realized as the following algorithm:

Begin ai = k, for i = 1 · · ·N
Step 1. When a burst of class i arrives

Use LAUC VF algorithm to schedule burst,

If (schedule is success)

Forward it to next hop,

recvi + +,

Create a new entry NEW EN with

the (N + i)th bit set 1

Else

Discard burst,

dropi + +, recvi + +,

Create a new entry NEW EN with

the ith and the (N + i)th bit set 1
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End if

Step 2. Push the entry NEW EN into the FIFO

and pop the oldest entry OLD EN

For i=1 to N

Begin

recvi = recvi −BN+i
OLD EN ,

dropi = dropi −Bi
OLD EN ,

Pbi = dropi/recvi,

If Pbi−1 > Pbmax
i−1

if(ai > 0) ai = ai − 1

Else if Pbi/Pb1 < si/s1

if(ai > 0) ai = ai − 1

Else if Pbi/Pb1 > si/s1

if(ai < k) ai = ai + 1

End if

End

End

4.3 Supporting Joint QoS with Integrated Scheme

In DWS scheme, we assign some wavelengths only to the higher priority class which

could not be used by bursts of the lower priority class. If there is no higher priority

burst arriving, these wavelengths will be wasted.

In this section, we extend the integrated scheme of DWS and DBA (refer to

Chapter 3) to support joint QoS. As shown in Fig.4.1, the core node first use DWS

scheme to process BHP and assign wavelength for its burst. If the arriving BHP

could not find an available wavelength for its burst, the BHP will be buffered for

Twait. So it has an opportunity to reschedule its burst to the wavelengths in its

rescheduling wavelength set in which the wavelengths have been assigned to the

higher priority class but haven’t been reserved yet. The rescheduling wavelength set

is dynamically adjusted by the flowchat in Fig.4.2. In which the absolute constraints
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Figure 4.1: Simplified flowchart of integrated scheme

has priority over proportional constraints.

To prevent the end-to-end delay from being too large caused by the BHP buffer-

ing at immediate nodes, we also introduce a new parameter Nr(Nr ≤ Nmax), the

maximum buffering times for each BHP during transmission. When the total buffer-

ing times of a BHP reaches Nr, the burst will be dropped when it can not find a

suitable wavelength in its candidate wavelength set for the rest of its journey. The

required extra offset time is thus limited to: Tmax
offset = Twait×Nr. The value of Twait

and Nr are set to the same values as in Chapter 3 in this chapter.
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Figure 4.2: Flowchart for rescheduling wavelength set

4.4 Numerical Results and Discussion

In our simulations, we use the same ring topology (shown in Fig.4.3) and environ-

ment as in Chapter 3. We consider three classes of traffic, class 1 is the highest one,

followed by class 2, then class 3. The traffic ratios are assumed to be 10%, 10%,

and 80% for classes 1, 2 and 3 respectively. For proportional constraints, we set the

proportional factors s1 = 1.0, s2 = 2.0, s3 = 4.0. The absolute loss guarantee for

class 1 is PMAX
1 = 0.002, for class 2 is PMAX

2 = 0.008. We set Twait=0.4 ms (mean

of burst transmission time) and Nr = 4 in this chapter.

Figure 4.4 plots the burst loss ratios of class 1 and class 2 for our proposed

DWS and integrated schemes. We can see that the burst loss ratios are lower than

the absolute constraints we predefined for both schemes. Moreover, the integrated

scheme has a better burst loss performance than the DWS scheme does at low traffic

loads.

Table 4.1 shows the proportions of simulated burst loss ratios for the DWS and

the integrated schemes. The results show that the proportions (Pbi/Pb1, i=2,3) of

the burst loss ratios of classes 1 to 3 are close to the ratios (si/s1) of predefined

parameters and are independent of the traffic load (ρ). Hence, both the DWS and

the integrated schemes are proved to achieve proportional differentiated services at
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Figure 4.3: Simulation network topology for performance evaluations

low traffic loads.

Figure 4.5 compares the burst loss ratio of intentional dropping scheme (plotted

as Drop in the figure) with those of the DWS scheme and the integrated scheme. We

can see that the integrated scheme provides joint service differentiation for multi-

class traffic and has best burst loss performance than the other two schemes because

that it does not waste wavelength. For example, the burst loss ratio of the integrated

scheme is about 55% that of the DWS scheme and is 30% that of the Drop scheme

when the traffic load is 0.3. This is because the BHP in the integrated scheme will

be buffered at the core node when it could not find an available wavelength and has

an opportunity to reschedule its burst to the wavelengths which have been assigned

to the higher priority class but haven’t been reserved yet.

Figure 4.6 illustrates the average burst loss ratio of these approaches. Among

the QoS schemes, it can be seen that the integrated scheme has the least average

burst loss ratio at all load levels. For intentional dropping scheme, although it has

lower average burst loss ratio than DWS scheme at high traffic loads, it could not

support absolute guarantees.
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Figure 4.4: Absolute constraints for DWS and integrated schemes

Table 4.1: Proportions of simulated burst loss ratios for DWS and integrated schemes

(s1:s2:s3=1:2:4)

DWS Integrated

ρ Pb2/Pb1 Pb3/Pb1 Pb2/Pb1 Pb3/Pb1

0.30 2.00 4.00 1.99 4.00

0.33 2.00 4.01 2.02 3.99

0.36 2.01 3.94 1.99 3.99

0.40 2.06 4.06 2.00 4.00

0.50 1.96 3.89
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Figure 4.5: Burst loss ratios for different schemes at low traffic loads (0.3 to 0.4)

Figure 4.6: Average burst loss ratios for Drop, DWS and integrated schemes
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4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we described how to provide proportional differentiated services

with absolute constraints in an OBS network. Analysis and simulation results show

that the extension of DWS and the integrated scheme of Chapter 3 could not only

provide proportional differentiated services at low traffic loads but also absolute

differentiated services at high traffic loads..



Chapter 5

Traffic-smoothing Burst Assembly

Methods

5.1 Introduction

A challenging issue in OBS is how to assemble IP packets into bursts at ingress

nodes. Basically, there are two assembly schemes [25]: threshold-based and timer-

based. In a threshold-based scheme, a burst is created and sent into the optical

network when the total size of the packets in the queue reaches a threshold value

Lb. In a timer-based scheme, a timer is started at the initialization of the assembly.

A burst containing all the packets in the buffer is generated when the timer reaches

the burst assembly period Tb. For a hybrid algorithm, a burst will be generated

when either the timer exceeds Tb or the burst size reaches Lb.

As we assume there is no buffer in OBS networks, a burst loss event will occur if

multiple bursts from different input ports are destined for the same output port at

the same time. The burst arrival process is determined by the traffic characteristics

such as the burst inter-arrival time and the burst length distributions, which are

dependent on the burst assembly strategy. For the timer-based assembly algorithm,

the burst size is unlimited when too many packets arrive suddenly. A larger burst

is more likely to be blocked or to block other bursts during transmission. For the

threshold-based and hybrid assembly algorithms, a large number of bursts will be

generated and injected into the network in a short period when many packets arrive

57
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Figure 5.1: Traffic model for burst assembler

suddenly. All of these existing burst assembly algorithms have poor burst loss

performances, even at low traffic loads, because the real traffic is bursty [43,44].

To solve these problems, we will first show how the real traffic characteristics

are changed after assembly. Compared with existing analytical methods, we not

only analyze the assembled traffic through a theoretical model, but also validate

our method by applying it to real traffic. Based on the results, we will present

and evaluate two novel burst assembly algorithms with traffic smoothing functions.

First, we introduce an assembly scheme, called sliding window-based, to smooth the

traffic by transmitting bursts at an average rate in a small timescale. We will also

propose another traffic-smooth scheme, named advanced timer-based, in which the

traffic is smoothed by restricting the burst length to a threshold. Compared with

existing algorithms, our schemes can improve network performance in terms of the

burst loss ratio.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we analyze

and simulate the real traffic. In Section 5.3, the proposed algorithms are described.

Section 5.4 discusses the findings of our simulations of the proposed schemes, demon-

strating their performance.

5.2 Analysis of Assembled Traffic

Recently, the network traffic characteristics have attracted considerable research

attention [43, 44, 87], because the traffic properties greatly influence the network’s

performance. We show a traffic model for a burst assembler in Fig.5.1. Let {A(t), t >

0} be the cumulative amount of the input traffic in bits of the burst assembly function

arriving during time interval (0, t], and {AOBS(t), t > 0} be the cumulative amount

of output traffic of the burst assembly function during time interval (0, t], that is,

assembled traffic.
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We define Xn(n ∈ N) as a sampled process of input traffic with the unit time

of τ . Therefore, Xn = {A(nτ)− A((n − 1)τ), n ∈ N}. We assume Xn to be a

wide-sense stationary discrete stochastic process, with constant mean µ = E[Xn].

Let Sn,m be the sum of m consecutive numbers from Xn; then

Sn,m ≡
nm∑

j=(n−1)m+1

Xj. (5.1)

We define X
(m)
n as X

(m)
n ≡ Sn,m

m
and use the variance-time function

V ar[X(m)
n ] = E[(X(m)

n − µ)2] (5.2)

to represent the variance of input traffic. Here, E[X
(m)
n ] = E[Xn] = µ.

Similarly, we also define Yn(n ∈ N) as a sampled process of assembled traffic

with the unit time interval of τ and assume it to be a wide-sense stationary discrete

stochastic process. Here, Yn = {AOBS(nτ)− AOBS((n − 1)τ), n ∈ N}. Then, the

variance of assembled traffic can be measured by the variance-time function

V ar[Y (m)
n ] = E[(Y (m)

n − µOBS)2], (5.3)

where Y
(m)
n is the mean value of m consecutive numbers from Yn, and µOBS is the

mean of Y
(m)
n and can be expressed by µOBS = E[Y

(m)
n ] = E[Yn].

W.E.Leland et al. [43] showed that Internet traffic has fractal characteristics and

can be described by a self-similar stochastic process. Self-similarity is a characteristic

of traffic in long timescales. The variance of the traffic decreases more slowly, the

higher self-similarity of the traffic. The degree of self-similarity can be described

by the Hurst parameter H. A larger H indicates a higher self-similarity. In this

chapter, we focus on the discussion of “burstiness”, which is defined as the variance

of traffic in bitrate in small timescales.

Although the characteristics of assembled traffic have already been widely stud-

ied [39, 40, 86, 88], there is no agreement on how the burst assembly affects the

traffic. In [86], the input traffic was generated according to a Pareto distribution;

the researchers simulated the assembled traffic and drew the conclusion that the

variance of traffic was increased after assembly and the self-similarity of the traffic

was reduced after assembly. However, in [39, 40], the authors assumed the input
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traffic following a Poisson distribution and demonstrated that the variance of the

assembled traffic decreased after the assembly.

In this chapter, we will study the assembled traffic through different methods.

To make our results more reliable, we will first analyze the assembled traffic through

a theoretical model, and then validate our method by simulating real traffic.

We assume that the edge routers are loaded with real traffic from the Japan

Internet Exchange (JPIX) to SINET [42]. As has already been studied in [41], Frac-

tional Brownian Motion (FBM) [45] was proved to be a good method for analyzing

the SINET traffic. The FBM model is defined by

A(t) = λt +
√

λaZH(t); t ∈ R, (5.4)

where λ is the arrival rate for the packets, a is the variance of the coefficient for the

arrival packet, and ZH(t) is the normalized FBM with zero mean and variance of

V ar[ZH(t)] = |t|2H , where H is the Hurst parameter and satisfies H ∈ [0.5, 1).

Since Eq.(5.1) can be expressed by Sn,m = A(mτ), the variance-time function in

Eq.(5.2) becomes

V ar[X(m)
n ] = V ar[

A(mτ)

m
] = λaτ 2Hm−2(1−H). (5.5)

Figure 5.2 shows the variance-time curve for the real SINET traffic. The variance-

time curve is calculated using the variance function provided by the traffic analyzer

tools [41] with a sampling time τ set to 10−4s (In the following of this chapter, we

set 10−4s as the default value for the sampling time) for data extracted over 1.2h

(14:33-15:45, March 1, 2004).

As shown in Fig.5.2, for large timescales (m > 200), the variance-time curve

is approximated using the FBM model for the parameter set λ=564.63 Mb/s, a =

2.61× 106, and H = 0.874. In small timescales (m < 200 and m is large enough to

assume the input traffic as a Gaussian process [41] in these timescales), the traffic can

be approximated by an FBM model with the parameter set λ = 564.63Mb/s, a =

8.95× 105, and H = 0.741.

Next we will study the traffic characteristics of the assembled traffic. R. Mor-

ris et al. [52] showed that the traffic from individual sources was not significantly
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Figure 5.2: Variance-time curve for SINET traffic

correlated. Since the variance of the aggregate of uncorrelated traffic will equal the

sum of the individual source’s variance, here we only analyze the variance of the

assembled traffic of one burst source.

For simplification, we will only analyze the timer-based burst assembly scheme.

The other assembly schemes are studied by simulation. With a timer-based burst

assembly algorithm, all packets in the assembly buffer will be sent out as a burst

when the timer reaches the burst assembly period Tb. Figure 5.3 shows the structure

of the timer-based burst assembly mechanism. After a burst is generated, the burst

is buffered at the edge node for an offset time before being transmitted to give

its BHP enough time to reserve wavelengths along its route. During this offset

time period, packets belonging to that queue will continue to arrive. Because the

BHP that contains the burst length information has already been sent out, these

arriving packets could not be included in the generated burst. Besides dropping

these extra packets directly, another way to deal with these packets is to apply

two alternate assembly buffers instead of one for each queue. As shown in Fig.5.3,

the switch SPDTin, which is responsible for selecting the assembly buffer for the

arriving IP packets, is switched every Tb for a timer-based burst assembly scheme.

When a burst is generated at one buffer, the future arriving packets will be stored
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Figure 5.3: Structure of timer-based burst assembly scheme

at another buffer until the next assembly cycle. The switch SPDTout responsible

for selecting the buffer for transmitting bursts is also switched every Tb.

Figure 5.4 shows the arrival and departure processes of the assembly queue for

the assembled traffic. We assume that the inter-arrival time of the bursts from the

same burst source is fixed as Tb. Accordingly, there will be no packets left in the

assembly buffer at the time kTb(k ∈ N). Therefore, AOBS(kTb) = A(kTb). We

denote Q(t) as the number of bits that are buffered at the edge router. Then,

AOBS(t) = A(t)−Q(t).

For the timer-based assembly algorithm, the Q(t) bits are at most the pack-

ets that arrive during [0, s], where s ∈ [0, Tb]. For simplification, we assume s is

uniformly distributed in [0, Tb], and Q(s) is a Gaussian process with mean λs and

variance λas2H in not so small timescales [41]. We denote EQ as the mean value of

Q(t) observed at any sample point. Then,
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EQ = lim
T→∞

1

T

∫ T

0

Q(t)dt

= lim
k→∞

1

kTb

k∑
i=0

∫ (i+1)Tb

iTb

Q(t)dt

= lim
k→∞

1

kTb

∫ Tb

0

k∑
i=0

Q(s + iTb)ds. (5.6)

Obviously, Q(s + iTb) is also a Gaussian process with mean λs and variance

λas2H . The series of samples Q(s + iTb) (for all i ∈ N) construct a stochastic

process. The ensemble average for this stochastic process at time s is denoted as

E[Q(s)],

E[Q(s)] = lim
k→∞

1

k

k∑
i=0

Q(s + iTb) = λs. (5.7)

By substituting Eq.(5.7) into Eq.(5.6), we can get,

EQ = lim
k→∞

1

kTb

∫ Tb

0

kE[Q(s)]ds

=
1

Tb

∫ Tb

0

λsds =
λTb

2
. (5.8)
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Similarly,

E[Q2(s)] = lim
k→∞

1

k

k∑
i=0

Q2(s + iTb)

= λ2s2 + λas2H . (5.9)

Let VQ be the variance of the number of bits for Q(t) observed at any sample point.

Then,

VQ = lim
T→∞

1

T

∫ T

0

(Q(t)− EQ)2dt

= lim
k→∞

1

kTb

∫ Tb

0

k∑
i=0

(Q(t + iTb)− EQ)2ds

= lim
k→∞

1

kTb

∫ Tb

0

(kE[Q2(s)]+kEQ
2−2kEQE[Q(s)])ds

=
λ2T 2

b

12
+

λaT 2H
b

2H + 1
. (5.10)

Then, the difference between the original traffic and the assembled traffic can be

denoted by

4V (t) = V ar[AOBS(t)]− V ar[A(t)]

= V ar[A(t)−Q(t)]− V ar[A(t)]

= |2cov[A(t), Q(t)] + V ar[Q(t)]|
≈ 2V ar[A(t)]1/2V

1/2
Q + VQ. (5.11)

To describe the variance of assembled traffic AOBS(t), the variance-time function

defined in Eq.(5.3) becomes

V ar[Y (m)
n ] = V ar[

AOBS(mτ)

m
]

= V ar[
A(mτ)

m
] +

1

m2
4V (mτ). (5.12)

From Eq.(5.12), we can see there is an increase in the variance in short timescales.

This indicates that the timer-based assembly algorithm will increase the variance of

traffic. As the timescale increases, the difference between the original and assembled

traffic becomes negligible because the traffic does not change significantly for large

timescales.
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Figure 5.5: Variance-time curve for assembled traffic (timer-based)

Next, we validate our analysis results by simulation. Figure 5.5 shows the

variance-time curve for the assembled SINET traffic (same as in Fig.5.2) for the

timer-based assembly algorithm with the assembled periods set at 1ms and 2ms.

First, we note that the simulation results match the analytical results very well and

the variance is increased in short timescales under the timer-based assembly algo-

rithm. And if the variance is approximated by FBM in the area of small timescales

(m < 200), the Hurst parameter of FBM is smaller than that of the original. A larger

assembly period results in a larger variance and a smaller Hurst parameter. The as-

sembled traffic could also be approximated by the FBM model. For example, when

the assembly period set at 1ms, the variance-curve of the traffic at large timescales

can be approximated using the FBM curve by λ = 563.34 Mb/s, a = 2.41 × 106,

and H = 0.872, which are almost the same as those of the SINET traffic in Fig.5.2.

For small timescales (10 ≤ m < 200), the approximation curve is calculated using

the parameter set λ=564.63 Mb/s, a = 5.52× 105, and H = 0.690.

Comparing the simulation results in Figs.5.2 and 5.5, we see that the Hurst

parameter of the assembled traffic is smaller than that of the input traffic within

the lag range [10, 200), which indicates the Hurst parameter with a range of 1ms

to 20 ms is reduced by the burst assembly. However, for timescales bigger than 20
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ms, the Hurst parameter and variance remain the same. When the timescales are

smaller than the assembly period (m < 10), the FBM traffic model is not suitable

for real traffic, because the process in this period could not be approximated by a

Gaussian process [41].
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Figure 5.6: Variance-time curve for assembled traffic (threshold-based)

Figure 5.6 shows the variance-time curves of assembled traffic under different

assembly thresholds for the threshold-based assembly algorithm. It can be seen that

the assembled traffic under threshold-based assembly algorithm can be approximated

by the FBM model with the parameter sets shown in the figure. Similar to the results

found in Fig.5.5, when we set a larger threshold for the burst assembly length, a

larger variance will occur in small timescales. If the variance is approximated by

the FBM, the Hurst parameter of the FBM is a smaller value for a larger threshold

in small timescales. Seen from Fig.5.6, the Hurst parameter of the FBM equals

0.698 for assembly length of 5000 bytes and equals 0.718 for assembly length of 2000

bytes in small timescales. Additionally, the variance curve of the input traffic and

the output traffic overlap at timescales larger than 20 ms, which leads to the same

Hurst parameter value (H = 0.874) and indicates unchanged self-similarity.

For a hybrid assembly algorithm, the simulation results (not shown here) are

similar. This is because the hybrid assembly algorithm is similar to the timer-based
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assembly algorithm at low traffic loads and similar to the threshold-based assembly

algorithm at high traffic loads.

5.3 Operation of Proposed Burst Assembly Algo-

rithms

The simulation and analytical results in Section 5.2 show that both the timer-based

and threshold-based assembly algorithms could not reduce the variance of the real

traffic, but do increase it in small timescales. In this chapter, the word burstiness

is defined as the variance of the bitrate in small timescales. A larger burstiness

indicates that the traffic is burstier and more likely to exceed the capacity of the

OBS network and it results in burst loss events. So, a larger burstiness implies a

higher burst loss ratio in bufferless OBS networks.

One way to reduce the burst loss ratio is to control the burst sources at the

edge nodes and thereby inject the bursts more smoothly into the network. In this

section, we will propose two novel burst assembly algorithms with traffic smoothing

functions, to reduce the burstiness of the assembled traffic.

5.3.1 Sliding Window-based Burst Assembly Algorithm

We first propose a scheme, called sliding window-based, to reduce the burstiness of

traffic by smoothing the size of the bursts. In this scheme, we store a small amount

of traffic at the edge router and the output traffic is determined by the amount of

stored traffic. Let Tmax
edge be the preset maximum tolerant value for the edge buffering

delay. Here, the edge buffering delay refers to the period a packet spent waiting at

the edge node. As shown in Fig.5.7, let B(t) = A(t−Tmax
edge ) represent the cumulative

traffic delayed for Tmax
edge . The curve of AOBS(t) should lie between B(t) and A(t)

because of the bounds on the assembly delay. At the initial phase of assembly, the

arriving packets will be stored at the edge node until the timer exceeds Tmax
edge . Then,

the edge router sends traffic out at an average rate in the timescale [0,Tmax
edge ]. At

time t, the rate of the output traffic is set to the average rate in [t, t+Tmax
edge ]. When
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the bursts are sent out periodically, the burst size is set to the average number of

packets arriving during assembly period Tb.
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Figure 5.7: Delay constraints for burst assembly

Suppose each edge router has G queues to sort the arriving packets. Let the timer

of queue Q[i] be denoted by T [i] and the length of Q[i] be denoted by L[i]. The

threshold for generating a burst is Lth[i]. When the value of the queue length L[i]

is smaller than Lth[i], all packets in Q[i] will be assembled into a burst. Otherwise,

a burst is generated with the length of Lth[i] and the other packets are left in Q[i].

The scheme is thus implemented using the following algorithm.

Begin

1. When a packet with a length of b arrives at Q[i]

If (Q[i] is empty)

Start timer T [i], L[i] = b

Else

Push packet into Q[i],

L[i] = L[i] + b

End if
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2. When T [i] = Tmax
edge

If (L[i] > Lth[i])

Lb = Lth[i], L[i] = L[i]− Lth[i],

Set timer T [i] = Tmax
edge − Tb

Else

Lb = L[i], L[i] = 0,

T [i]=0, stop timer T [i]

End if

Generate a burst with length Lb and send it into the OBS network

End

In the above description, the threshold Lth[i] is calculated by the following equa-

tion, in which D is defined as Tmax
edge /Tb and Lmin is defined as the preset minimum

threshold for the burst size.

ÃLth[i] =





L[i]/D (L[i] ≥ Lmin ×D)

Lmin (L[i] < Lmin ×D)
(5.13)

According to the first line of Eq.(5.13), we will assemble 1/D parts of the packets

in Q[i] to a burst each time the length of the assembly queue is greater than Lmin×D.

When the traffic load suddenly increases (or decreases), the increase (or decrease) of

the burst size only equals 1/D of the one under a timer-based assembly algorithm.

This makes the burst size smoother and therefore, the traffic smoother. To avoid

too many small bursts, we set Lmin as the minimum threshold for the burst size,

as shown in the second line of Eq.(5.13). Whenever a queue is empty, the packets

would experience an initial delay Tmax
edge .

5.3.2 Advanced Timer-based Burst Assembly Algorithm

Besides the sliding window, another way to reduce the burstiness is a peak rate

restriction. Conceptually, the number of bursts simultaneously arriving at an input

port is most likely to reach a maximum value when the traffic is at a peak rate.

Reducing the number of overlapping bursts on a link is for each ingress node to

restrict the assembled traffic to a specified rate.
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In a timer-based assembly scheme, because the bursts are generated periodically,

the traffic rate can be restricted by restricting the burst length to a threshold.

Based on this idea, we propose a scheme, called advanced timer-based, to reduce the

burstiness of traffic.

The scheme is thus implemented using the following algorithm, in which the rel-

ative parameters are defined to be the same as in the sliding window-based assembly

algorithm.

Begin

1. When a packet with a length of b arrives at Q[i]

If (Q[i] is empty)

Start timer T [i], L[i] = b

Else

Push packet into Q[i],

L[i] = L[i] + b

End if

2. When T [i] = Tb

If (L[i] > Lth[i])

Lb = Lth[i], L[i] = L[i]− Lth[i],

T [i]=0, restart timer T [i]

Else

Lb = L[i], L[i] = 0,

T [i]=0, stop timer T [i]

End if

Generate a burst with length Lb and send it into the OBS network

End

In the above description of the advanced timer-based assembly algorithm, the

threshold Lth[i] is calculated by the following equation:

ÃLth[i] =





(1 + α)× LM [i] (LM [i] ≥ L[i]/β)

(1 + α)× L[i]/β (LM [i] < L[i]/β).
(5.14)

where LM [i], the mean length of the recent M bursts of Q[i], is used to predict the
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average size of the arriving bursts, α is the parameter of the redundancy degree for

the prediction of the arriving burst size, and β is defined as: β = Tmax
edge /Tb.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of timer-based and advanced timer-based algorithms

Figure 5.8 shows a comparison of the timer-based and advanced timer-based

assembly algorithms. For the timer-based assembly algorithm, all packets in the

assembly buffer will be multiplexed to a burst every assembly period. This makes for

various burst sizes because the number of packets that arrive in each assembly period

varies. On the other hand, the burst size in the advanced timer-based assembly

algorithm is restricted by the threshold Lth[i]. After an Lth[i] length of packets

are assembled into a burst, the other packets will be left in the assembly queue

for a future assembly process. So, the advanced timer-based scheme can avoid a

sudden increase in the burst size and makes the burst sent out more smooth than
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the timer-based assembly algorithm does.

Take into consideration the choice of Lth[i] to take advantage of the effects of

the peak rate restriction. It is clear that the restriction of on the peak rate should

be bigger than the average rate and the threshold Lth[i] must exceed the average

burst length LM [i], otherwise the traffic would be blocked at the edge nodes. As

Lth[i] is close to LM [i] (α → 0), the transmission is almost the same as in a CBR

transmission. However, this will result in enormous backlogs at the edge routers.

The choice of α is a tradeoff between the effects of the peak rate restriction and

the edge buffering delay. This will be discussed in detail in Section 5.4. When

too many packets suddenly arrive, if we still assemble packets into bursts using a

small threshold Lth[i], the packets will suffer a large edge buffering delay. By setting

Lth[i] according to the second line of Eq.(5.14), the system could quickly increase

the assembly threshold and keep the maximum edge buffering delay under Tmax
edge .

5.4 Numerical Results and Discussion

core
node

edge
node

Assembly queues

burst traffic
The 1st SINET traffic flow

The 2nd SINETtraffic flow

The nth SINET traffic flow

Mux
Assembler

Figure 5.9: Simulation topology of SINET network

To evaluate the performance of the sliding window-based and advanced timer-

based assembly algorithms, we use the SINET network topology [50] (Fig.5.9) as our

simulation model. In our simulation topology, we assume both the link connecting

two core nodes and the link connecting a core node and an edge node are bidirectional
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links, in which each direction consists of 16 wavelengths with a transmission rate

of 1 Gbps per wavelength. Although there is no optical buffer in the simulations,

there are full wavelength conversions among the data channels at the OBS nodes.

In addition, we assume that there is a route path for every edge node pair which

is computed by a shortest path algorithm. For an output link, the traffic load is

defined as the ratio of the average arriving bitrate of traffic to the capacity of the

output link. Here, the capacity of one output link equals 16 Gbps.

For simplicity, we only study the burst loss events on the links connecting two

core nodes. So, in the following simulations, the traffic load refers to the average

traffic load on the links connecting two core nodes. As shown in Fig.5.9, the multi-

plexing of real SINET traffic is used as the input traffic for edge routers to generate

bursts. We adjust the number n of SINET traffic flows of each edge node to adjust

the input traffic volume and make the traffic evenly distributed among the links

connecting two core nodes so that we can apply different traffic loads to the SINET

network. Each SINET traffic source flow was obtained during 14:33-15:45, March

1, 2004. The average traffic bitrate of 564.63 Mb/s and other characteristics are

shown in Fig.5.2. The basic processing time for a BHP at each core node is chosen

to be 0.1 ms. The offset time is uniformly distributed in [0.5ms, 1ms], which not

only includes the basic part for the electronic processing of the control message at

the intermediate nodes, but also includes the extra offset time necessary to avoid

a systematic synchronization between different burst sources [51]. We set Tb=1ms

as the default value for the burst assembly period, and Tmax
edge =5ms as the maximum

tolerant burst edge buffering delay. For the threshold-based and hybrid algorithm

of the simulations, the threshold of the burst size is set to have the same mean burst

size as the sliding window-based assembly algorithm has.

Regarding the performance of the advanced timer-based assembly algorithm, we

set M = 50. Figure 5.10 shows the impact of parameter α on the burst loss ratios

for different traffic loads under the SINET topology in Fig.5.9. It shows that the

burst loss ratio decreases as α decreases. On the other hand, the average edge

buffering delay increases as α decreases, as shown in Fig.5.11. However, the edge

buffering delays are mostly less than Tmax
edge (5ms), even at small α. How to choose
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Figure 5.10: Impact of α on burst loss ratio for advanced timer-based algorithm

α is a tradeoff between the burst loss ratio and the average edge buffering delay.

A suitable α should be able to achieve a low burst loss ratio while not increasing

the edge buffering delay too much. From Figs.5.10 and 5.11, we can see that when

α is smaller than 0.1, the burst loss ratio decreases slowly and is almost the same

as the one for α = 0.1 while the average edge buffering delay obviously increases.

So in the following simulations, we set 0.1 as the default value of α. As shown in

the Appendix (Figs.5.21 and 5.22), α = 0.1 also achieves a good balance for the

simulations with the SINET traffic data during another time period.

Figure 5.12 compares the burst size distribution for the timer-based assembly

algorithm with the sliding window-based and advanced timer-based assembly al-

gorithms. Here we set Lmin=4 Kbytes for the sliding window-based assembly al-

gorithm. As has been assumed, the mean values of the burst size for these three

algorithms are the same. However, the curves of the sliding window-based and

advanced timer-based algorithms decay more quickly than the curve for the timer-

based assembly algorithm does. This indicates that the burst size variances of our

proposed algorithms are smaller than that of the timer-based assembly algorithm

and most bursts under our proposed algorithms have a similar size, thereby making
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Figure 5.11: Impact of α on edge buffering delay for advanced timer-based algorithm

(traffic load=0.5)

the traffic smooth.

We next use the variance of bitrate to describe the traffic characteristics. Fig-

ure 5.13 shows the variances of assembled traffic under different assembly algo-

rithms. The variances in small timescales for the sliding window-based and advanced

timer-based assembly algorithms are clearly smaller than those of the timer-based,

threshold-based, and hybrid algorithms. It also shows that all the assembled traf-

fic flows under different assembly algorithms can be approximated by FBM models

with the parameter sets shown in Fig. 5.13.

Figure 5.14 compares the burst loss ratios under different assembly algorithms.

The simulation results show that the sliding window-based and advanced timer-

based assembly algorithms have better burst loss performances than the timer-based,

threshold-based, and hybrid assembly algorithms, due to their traffic smoothing

effect. For example, the burst loss ratios of our proposed schemes are about 10

times lower than those for the other schemes when the traffic load is 0.3.
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Figure 5.12: Burst size distribution for different assembly algorithms (traffic

load=0.5)
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Figure 5.14: Burst loss ratios for different assembly algorithms
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Figure 5.15: Time-based burst assembly process of packets at edge node
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Figure 5.15 shows the edge buffering delay that the ith packet experiences at the

edge node ([ti, te]), which consists of three parts. The first period is the assembly

delay ([ti, tb]), which refers to the period spent from its arrival to its being assembled

into a burst. Assume t=0 is the start time of the assembly period, t = ti is the arrival

time of the ith packet. So the assembly delay of the ith packet can be calculated by

tb − ti.

After assembly, the burst (not IP packets) will be buffered at the edge node

waiting for being transmitted. We call this period as waiting time and calculate it

by ts − tb. Because the offered traffic at the edge node is very small even the traffic

load at core node is close to one so that the waiting time of burst after assembly are

negligible.

The third part of edge buffering delay is transmission period (service time)([ts, te]).

According to Fig.5.12, the burst has an average length of 10000 bytes. So the aver-

age service time of a burst can be calculate by average burst length duration=average

burst length/bandwidth=10000 Kbytes/1 Gbps=0.08 ms. So the average transmis-

sion time of most bursts are also negligible comparing to the assembly delay.

Of course, when many packets arrive in the assembly period, the burst length is

larger than 10000 bytes. However there is a probability for this event. And here I

would like to evaluate this probability by a simple model.

According to Fig.5.12, the burst length has a Gaussian-similar distribution. We

first use Normal Quantile-Quantile (Q-Q) Plot [94] to graphically compares the dis-

tribution of burst length samples to the Normal distribution. When the theoretical

Gaussian distribution matches the distribution of measured burst length samples,

the quantile-quantile plot will give a straight line. The Q-Q plots results in Fig.5.16

show that curve of burst length samples fits theoretical Gaussian distribution very

well.

We then use One-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test) [96, 97] to deter-

mine whether the distribution of burst length samples and Gaussian distribution

(with the same mean and variance) differ significantly. The test result D= 0.0639,

which is the maximum vertical deviation between the cumulative fraction plot of

the distribution of burst length sample and that of Gaussian distribution, indicates
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that there is very little discrepancy between the burst size distribution and Gaus-

sian distribution. We also do another further test, called Shapiro-Wilk normality

test [95, 97], to test the null hypothesis whether the burst length samples comes

from a Normal distribution. The result W=0.999 shows that the test result does

not reject the null hypothesis, where the statistic W is calculated as follows

W =
(
∑n

i=1 aiLb(i))
2

∑n
i=1(Lb(i)− Lb)2

, (5.15)

in which the Lb(i) are the ordered sample values (Lb(1) is the smallest) and the

ai are constants generated from the means, variances and covariances of the order

statistics of a sample of size n(n=5000) from a Normal distribution. All these tests

show that there is very little discrepancy between the burst size distribution and

Gaussian distribution.
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Figure 5.16: Q-Q normal test for observed burst lengths for sliding-window based

algorithm

Then we applied Gaussian distribution to fit the curve of burst length distribution

in Fig.5.17. The results show that it fits well for sliding-window based assembly algo-

rithm. According to my analyzed parameters( Lb is average and σ2 is variance for the
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Figure 5.17: Fitting observed burst lengths with Gaussian distribution

burst size), we get P(BL >20000bytes)=1.62e−11 and P(BL >30000bytes)=1.1e−40,

where BL is the burst length. Even when the burst length reaches 30000 bytes at

a probability of 1.1e−40, the service time is only 0.24 ms, which can be omitted

comparing with 5ms.

For the sliding-window based assembly algorithm, tb is predefined to 5ms in this

chapter, so the edge buffering delay (tb − ti) are mostly limited to 5ms. According

to the sliding-window based algorithm, each time we only assemble 1/5 parts of

packets in the queue of the edge node into a burst. So the edge buffering delays are

mostly distributed from 4ms to 5ms.

We have also compared the edge buffering delays of our proposed sliding window-

based and advanced timer-based assembly algorithms with those of the threshold-

based and hybrid assembly algorithms (Fig.5.19). Simulation results show that

hybrid assembly algorithm has the best performance in terms of burst edge buffering

delay due to that its maximum edge buffering delay is limited by the burst assembly

period (Tb). Simulation results show that the probabilities over Tmax
edge (5ms) of the
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Figure 5.18: Burst assembly process for sliding-window based algorithm

edge buffering delay are very small while the edge buffering delay of the threshold-

based assembly algorithm is out of control. It can also be seen that the average edge

buffering delay of the advanced timer-based assembly algorithm is smaller than that

of the sliding window-based assembly algorithm due to the initial delay suffered by

the sliding window-based assembly algorithm.

As we have mentioned in the first paragraph of Section 5.4, the threshold of the

burst size of threshold-based and hybrid algorithms is set to have the same mean

burst size as those of sliding window-based and timer-based assembly algorithms.

For each edge node, we assume that the electronic buffering is large enough and

will not overflow; the departure time of assembled burst is negligible compared to

assembly period. For an ingress edge node, let the arriving rate of packets be λi and

the mean burst size of sliding-window algorithm be Lbi. It takes an average period

Ti for the edge router to gather packets of Lbi size, where Ti = Lbi/λi. When the

arriving rate of packets is increased to λj, and the mean burst size of timer-based

algorithm is increased to Lbj. Obviously we can get Lbi

Lbj
= λi

λj
for the same assembly

period Tb. It takes an average period Tj for the edge router to gather packets of

Lbi size, where Tj = Lbj/λj = Ti. So the edge buffering delay is approximately

independent of traffic load.
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Figure 5.19: Edge buffering delay for different assembly algorithms (traffic load=0.5)

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we used a Fractional Brownian motion (FBM) model to analyze the

effect of OBS assembly mechanisms on the burstiness of SINET traffic. Our simu-

lation and analytical results showed that both the timer-based and threshold-based

assembly algorithms could not reduce the burstiness of real traffic. Therefore, we

proposed two novel burst assembly algorithms with traffic smoothing functions: the

sliding window-based assembly algorithm and the advanced timer-based assembly

algorithm. Simulation results showed that the advanced timer-based assembly was

best, because it was not only able to reduce the burst loss ratio, but could also

control the edge buffering delay. The sliding window-based algorithm was also able

to reduce the burst loss ratio, especially under low traffic loads at the expense of

only a small initial delay.
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Appendix: Some results based on SINET data dur-

ing another time period

In this appendix, we add some results based on the SINET data that were obtained

during 14:50-15:50, February 27, 2004 as supplements for our proposed schemes.

Figure 5.20 shows that the SINET traffic during this period can also be approx-

imated by FBM models with different parameter sets. The characteristics of each

traffic flow are shown in this figure.

Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show that when α is smaller than 0.1, the burst loss ratio

decreases slowly and is almost the same as the one for α = 0.1 while the average

edge buffering delay obviously increases. So 0.1 is also a preferred value for α for

the new simulations.

Figures 5.23 and 5.24 indicate that both the burst size variances and the bursti-

ness of our algorithms are smaller than those of the timer-based, threshold-based,

and hybrid assembly algorithms and the assembled traffic can also be approximated

by FBM with the parameter sets shown in Fig.5.24.

The results in Figs.5.25 and 5.26 show that the sliding window-based and ad-

vanced timer-based assembly algorithms not only bound most edge buffering delays

to the preset Tmax
edge (5ms) but also have better burst loss performance than the

timer-based, threshold-based, and hybrid assembly algorithms.
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Figure 5.20: Variance-time curve for SINET traffic

Figure 5.21: Impact of α on burst loss ratio for advanced timer-based algorithm
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Figure 5.22: Impact of α on edge buffering delay for advanced timer-based algorithm
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Figure 5.23: Burst size distribution for different assembly algorithms (traffic

load=0.5)
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Figure 5.24: Variance-time curve for different assembly algorithms (traffic load=0.5)

Figure 5.25: Burst loss ratios for different assembly algorithms
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Figure 5.26: Edge buffering delay for different assembly algorithms (traffic load=0.5)



Chapter 6

TCP over OBS

6.1 Introduction

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is a connection-oriented transport pro-

tocol and TCP traffic accounts for approximately 90% of total Internet traffic and

foreseeingly will be the dominant traffic in future optical networks. We believe that

it is very important to study the TCP performance on OBS networks. Comparing

with traditional packet switching networks, the OBS layer has two effects on the

functionality of transport layer.

• Effect of burst dropping: The probability of burst dropping depends on

the traffic load of network. In a traditional electronic network, packet loss is

largely due to the overflow of buffers. So the packet loss events are correlated

especially during a round trip time. In an OBS network, a burst loss event is

caused when several bursts are destined to the same output port simultane-

ously. So burst loss events are not so correlated. When a burst is dropped,

many packets included in this burst will be dropped. This may result in a

network wide dropping in throughput.

• Effect of burst assembly delay: Another factor affecting performance is

the delay that a packet experiences during the assembly process before its

associated burst is transmitted.

88
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In [67], the OBS researchers proposed a single-link model to analyze the OBS

performance. However, it could not evaluate the performance of an OBS network

with multiple TCP connections.

In this chapter, we will develop a precise analytical model to evaluate the TCP

performance of OBS network. The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows.

Section 6.2 introduces TCP Reno mechanism. Section 6.3 introduces our analytical

model. In Section 6.4, we introduce a burst acknowledgment mechanism; then, a

loss detection and error recovery mechanism is proposed. Section 6.5 simulates the

performance of our proposed mechanisms.

6.2 Review of TCP Reno

There are several versions of TCP running on different hosts (operation systems).

In this chapter, we will only discuss TCP “Reno” because it is the most popular

implementations in Internet and there is no significant difference between different

TCP versions in terms of performance.

TCP-Reno is a window-based flow control protocol [65]. The TCP transmit-

ter uses receiver window (RCVWND) to advertise the receiver window and the

TCP sender adjusts congestion window (CWND) by perceiving the network con-

gestion. The value of TCP sender window equals the minimum value of RCVWND

and CWND. While there is no packet lost, the TCP transmitter is in congestion

avoidance phase and the value of TCP sender window is increased by one during

every b RTTs until it reaches RCVWND. Many TCP receiver implementations send

one cumulative acknowledgment packet for two consecutive packets received, so b is

typically 2 [64]. In this chapter, we will also set b to 2.

When there are packets lost, TCP Reno has two schemes for detecting the loss

of data, which are triple-duplicate ACKs (shown in Fig.6.1) and timeouts (shown

in Fig.6.2). When the TCP transmitter receives more than three duplicate ACKs,

it indicates there is a light network congestion and the fast retransmission and

fast recovery algorithms will be invoked to recover the losses without waiting for

retransmission time-out. The Reno TCP transmitter sets the slow start threshold
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to half of the current CWND and retransmits the missing segment. CWND is then

increased by one segment on reception of each ACK. When the retransmission time-

out occurs before the TCP transmitter receives three duplicate ACKs, it indicates

that there is a heavy congestion in the network. The TCP source will respond

by retransmitting the lost segment and entering a slow start phase. During slow

start phase, CWND is increased by 1 MSS (Maximum Segment Size) for every

acknowledgment packet. Once CWND exceeds slow start threshold, the TCP source

enters into a congestion avoidance phase.
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Figure 6.1: Burst loss indication by receiving triple-duplicate acknowledgments
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Figure 6.2: Burst loss indication when time-out occurs
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6.3 TCP Performance Evaluation Model for OBS

Networks

In this section, we develop an analytical model for evaluating the TCP performance

of OBS network that exclusively affected by the burst loss events.
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Figure 6.3: Burst assembly model

For one pair of edge router s and d (Fig.6.3), we assume Isd as the TCP con-

nection number between s and d, M denotes the average assembly granularity . We

also suppose the average TCP sender window is W , and burst blocking probability is

pbsd. If there is one burst (the jth burst in Fig.6.3, we denote it by burstj) dropped

in the OBS network, many TCP connections will be caused to loss packets at the

same time. Suppose there are ki IP packets of the ith (1 ≤ i ≤ Isd) TCP connection

in this dropped burst. We may get

ki = min(
Bandi × Tb

LIP

,W ). (6.1)

Where Bandi is the access bandwidth of the ith TCP connection. Tb is the assembly

period, LIP is the average length of IP packets.

We define γ as the correlation factor of the ith TCP connection, and expressed by

γ = E[ki]/W . Suppose each TCP flow is independent and of identical distribution.

So in burstj, the IP packets belong to M/(Wγ) different TCP connections. Then,

we get IP packets loss probability of the ith TCP connection caused by this burst

loss event,

pIP =




pbsd×[1− ( Isd−1

M/(Wγ))
( Isd

M/(Wγ))
] (M≤W (Isd − 1))

pbsd (M >W (Isd − 1)).

(6.2)
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The TCP sender of the ith TCP connection can recover this error by fast re-

covery algorithm (when receiving triple-duplicate acknowledgment packets) or slow

start algorithm (when time-out occurs). Generally, fast retransmission scheme can

eliminate about half the coarse-grain timeouts.

J.padhye et. al [66] has proposed a model to evaluate the TCP performance. In

this chapter, I would like to give a simpler one. Firstly, we assume the loss indica-

tions caused by burst loss events are exclusively “triple-duplicate acknowledgment

packets”. TDP (Triple-duplicate Period) is used to denote the period between two

loss events.

According to TCP protocol, TCP sender window will increase when it receives

acknowledgment packets until a loss event happens or the value of window reaches

Wmax (the maximum window can be used by TCP sender). If a loss event happens

before the TCP sender window reaches Wmax, there is no window limitation for TCP

sender window during this TDP. The TDP can be described as Fig.6.4(a) and be

simplified to Fig.6.4(b).
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Figure 6.4: Triple-duplicate period without window limitation

In Fig.6.4(b), E[X] is the average number of RTT(Round Trip Time) in one

TDP, E[Wu] is the maximum value of TCP sender window. We use E[Y ] to denote

the average number of IP packets sent in one TDP. We have

E[Y ] =
E[X]

2
× (E[Wu] +

E[Wu]

2
) =

1

pIP

. (6.3)

It can be observed that E[Wu]=E[X], then we get

E[X] =

√
4

3× pIP

. (6.4)
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Figure 6.5: Triple-duplicate period with window limitation

According to Eq.(6.4), if pIP < 4
3×W 2

max
, the sender window will reach Wmax

during this TDP. Then TDP can be described as Fig.6.5(a) and be simplified to

Fig.6.5(b).

In Fig.6.5(b), E[U ]=Wmax and E[V ]=E[X]−E[U ]. Then the average number of

IP packets sent in this period can be expressed by

E[Y ]=
E[U ]

2
(Wmax+

Wmax

2
)+WmaxE[V ]=

1

pIP

. (6.5)

By substituting E[U ] and E[V ] into Eq.(6.4), we get

E[X] =

1
pIP

+ 1
4
×W 2

max

Wmax

. (6.6)

We utilize Bi to denote the throughput of ith TCP connection. Bi can be

expressed by

Bi =
E[Y ]× LIP

E[X]×RTT
. (6.7)

Where LIP is the average length of IP packets, in which RTT is the round trip time

and is defined as RTT = RTT0 + 2Tb + 2offset time. Where RTT0 is the normal

round trip time without assembling.

In conclusion, the throughput of the ith TCP flow is expressed by

Bi =





LIP

RTT×pIP×
q

4
3×pIP

(pIP > 4
3W 2

max
)

Wmax×LIP

RTT (1+ 1
4
×W 2

max×pIP )
(otherwise).

(6.8)

Now we will discuss the probability that IP loss indication is time-out. Assume

the IP packets of the ith TCP connection in one RTT distribute in N bursts. Let ki
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be the number of IP packets of the ith TCP connection in burstj (shown in Fig.6.3),

ai be the number of IP packets of the ith TCP connection in the earlier (j − 1)

bursts and bi be the number of IP packets of the ith TCP connection in the later

(N − j) bursts.

According to TCP protocol, if burstj is dropped in the OBS network, the ith

TCP receiver will send back ai +bi acknowledgment packets with the same sequence

number. We utilize Q to denote the probability that loss indication is time-out, and

Q is expressed by

Q=





0 (W >M+2)

E[p(ai+bi = 2/ki 6= 0)]= qM

1−qM (W =M+2)
2∑

l=1

E[p(ai+bi = l/ki 6=0)]= qM+M(1−q)qM

1−qM (W =M+1)

2∑
l=0

E[p(ai+bi = l/ki 6=0)]=

WP
j=W−2

(M
j )qj(1−q)M−j

WP
j=1

(M
j )qj(1−q)M−j

(W ≤M),

(6.9)

where W is the size of TCP sender window, q is the probability that a burst belongs

to the ith TCP flow. They can be calculated by W = ai + ki + bi and q = 1/Isd.

Observe that when M < W × Isd, Q is very small and approximately equals

zero. For example, Q = 4.0 × 10−95 when I=10, W=100, and M=100; Q = 3.4 ×
10−124 when I=20, W=100, and M=100. So we have the conclusion that time-out

indication is negligible in the case that IP packets loss event is caused by a burst

loss event.

Throughput of each TCP connection is decided by Eq.(6.8) and the total through-

put of the burst link between s and d can be described as Bsd =
Isd∑
i=1

Bi.

The common burst assembly is a combination of timer-based and threshold-based

approaches [25]. The assembly period can be expressed by

Tb =





Tmax (Bsd ≤ Lmax × Tmax)

Bsd

Lmax
(otherwise),

(6.10)

where Tmax is the maximum assembly period for creating a burst, Lmax is the max-

imum burst length.

The average sender window in Eq.(6.1) can be expressed by W = E[Y ]/E[X],

where E[X] is given in Eq.(6.4) and Eq.(6.6) and E[Y ] = 1/pIP .
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From the discussion above, we may have a function of ki, pIP , Bsd, Tb and W ,

which is expressed by

F (ki, pIP , Bsd, Tb,W ) = 0. (6.11)

The analytical solution of the nonlinear Eq.(6.11) can be got through successive

substitution by using Newton-Raphson method.

6.4 OBS Layer Error Recovery Scheme

6.4.1 Statement of Problems

TCP is intended to provide a reliable transport layer over an unreliable network

layer. TCP includes mechanisms for acknowledging received data and resending

lost data. It also provides a flow control mechanism that reduces the sending rate

if congestion is detected in the network. However, there are some limitations of

TCP recovery mechanism in OBS networks. Firstly, due to that one burst contains

multiple packets belong to different TCP links, a burst dropping event may cause

many TCP connections to loss packets and start recovery mechanism at the same

time. This may result in Global Synchronization. Secondly, TCP recovery mecha-

nism is slow (shown in Fig.6.6) and inefficient because it needs to wait for timeout

and reassemble lost packets into bursts. In this section, we introduce a novel burst

layer fast restoration scheme which is based on a burst acknowledgment mechanism.

RTO: hundreds of ms

RTTburst: several ms

Figure 6.6: Illustration of limitations of TCP over OBS

General OBS network are connectionless networks. An ingress router will trans-

mit bursts into an OBS network as it receives IP packets. An egress router doesn’t

send correct receipt of transmitted bursts back to the ingress router. There is no
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loss detection or error recovery mechanism on the burst layer in OBS networks. In

the following, we will first introduce a burst acknowledgment scheme.

6.4.2 Burst Acknowledgment Scheme

Generally, a basic BHP cannot support any acknowledgment function. Therefore,

we present our Burst Head Packet (BHP) format first. An example of the BHP

format is shown in Fig.6.7. Where Dest Edge denotes the id of the egress edge

Src_EdgeDest_Edge TOS DB_Flag

Offset time

Sequence number

Acknowledgement number

Burst LengthACKSYN

Bit vector

checksum

option

Figure 6.7: Example of BHP format for burst acknowledgment mechanism

router, Src Edge denotes the id of the ingress edge router. TOS is burst type

field; DB flag is the id of the channel used by corresponding data burst. Burst

Length denotes the length of payload. Offset time is the gap between the BHP

and corresponding DB.

The fields we introduced above are the same as those of general OBS networks.

In addition to these fields, we also append several new fields which are necessary for

our scheme. SYN is sequence number field significant; ACK is Acknowledgment

number field significant. Sequence number field will be filled with a monotonically

increasing number when ACK field is set. Acknowledgment number field will be

filled with the received Sequence number when ACK field is set. An n-bit Bit vector

indicates the arrival status of the earlier n bursts. The burst acknowledgment scheme

works as follows:
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1. Because TCP and UDP traffic have different QoS attributes, TCP packets

and UDP packets are assembled to different bursts. For each TCP burst, the

ingress node sets SYN bit of the BHP and fills the Sequence number with a

monotonically increasing number.

2. When an egress node receives a marked burst successfully, it creates an ac-

knowledgment burst. An acknowledgment burst only contains a BHP with no

payload and will not occupy any data channels when it is transmitted in the

OBS network. The ACK bit is set and Acknowledgment number field is filled

with a suitable value. Bit vector is composed of n bits. If the ith bit is set 1,

it indicates that the earlier (n− i + 1)th burst has been received successfully.

Of course, the Src Edge and Dest Edge field should also be filled with suitable

values. ACK and SYN can’t be set at the same time.

3. When an ingress edge node receives an acknowledgment burst, it can perform

loss detection function based on the information carried by the acknowledg-

ment burst.

6.4.3 Edge Buffering Based OBS Layer Retransmission Scheme

In this subsection, we will present an OBS layer error recovery scheme by use of edge

electronic buffering. An OBS network needs to connect with other types of networks.

These client networks are often electrical. As we have introduced before, there is

no optical RAM, we can only use expensive Fiber Delay Lines (FDLs) to achieve

limited buffering. However, we can also use inexpensive and abundant electronic

buffering in the interfaces between OBS and client networks. The OBS layer error

recovery scheme works as follows:

1. For each marked burst, we store a copy of this burst in the electronic buffer

of the ingress node.

2. When the ingress node receives an acknowledgment burst, it checks the value

of the Bit Vector. If there are some bits of the vector equal zero, it means the

corresponding bursts have been dropped during the transmission period. The
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Figure 6.8: Fast restoration mechanism in OBS
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ingress node will retransmit these bursts. To avoid the burst being hold for a

too long period and the TCP packets being disordered too much, the buffer

which is occupied by these n bursts will be released whether corresponding

bursts could been transmitted successfully. If the retransmitted bursts are

also lost, the error will be recovered by the TCP layer.

Next we will discuss the electronic memory that is needed by our proposed

scheme. There are two signaling schemes in OBS networks, Tell-And-Go (TAG)

[47, 49] and Just-Enough-Time (JET) [63]. In this chapter, we adopt JET as our

signaling mechanism. In JET, a large offset time is used to compensate the time for

processing BHP and configuring optical switching fabrics before its DB arrives at

the immediate nodes. Thus, no fiber delay lines are necessary at the intermediate

nodes. The transmission delay from an ingress node to an egress node is mainly

propagation delay.

propagation delay = distance/light speed. (6.12)

We describe the period which is between the ingress router sends a burst and receives

an acknowledgment burst as RTTburst, and get

RTTburst = 2× propagation delay + Textra. (6.13)

Where Textra is the processing delay for the egress node to create an acknowledgment

burst. In this chapter, we suppose it is very small and negligible when comparing to

propagation delay. So, if there is no burst loss event, the ingress node only needs to

hold the bursts for RTTburst. When some bursts lost, the edge node needs to hold

the burst for a longer period and the buffer will be released by a later burst. If the

burst loss event is detected by the later kth (1 ≤ k ≤ n) burst, the burst assembly

period is Tb, then the lost burst holding period equals RTTburst + k × Tb.

Suppose the burst lost events are independent and the burst loss ratio is pb, the

switching capacity of the edge node is C, then the maximum electronic memory

which is required for buffering bursts can be expressed by

Memory = C × (RTTburst + pb× (RTTburst + k × Tb)). (6.14)
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For example, if the distance between an ingress node and an egress node is

300 km, the propagation delay approximately equals 1ms. Assume the switching

capacity of the edge node is 10 Gbits/s, the burst loss probability is 0.001, assembly

delay is 1ms, k = 10. It only needs approximately 20.2 Mbits electronic memory for

buffering bursts.

In many TCP implementations, the value of Retransmission Timeout (RTO)

(typically, RTO = 0.5sec) is much larger than burst retransmission delay, so our

electrical buffering mechanism can recover burst loss error and avoid reassembling

burst before TCP time-out occurs. When more than n sequential bursts loss, our

proposed mechanism cannot detect the loss event. However, the probability is very

small, and equals pbn. It is negligible unless when there are some mechanical errors

and pb is very large.

So in an OBS network that adopts our OBS layer error recovery scheme, a burst

will be lost only when its retransmitted burst is also lost. Assume the probability

is pb′, pb′ = pb× pb. And IP packets loss probability in Eq.(6.2) can be replaced by

pIP =




pbsd×pbsd×[1− ( Isd−1

M/(Wγ))
( Isd

M/(Wγ))
] (M≤W (Isd − 1))

pbsd×pbsd (M >W (Isd − 1)),

(6.15)

where pbsd,M, Isd,W are defined as before.

6.5 Numerical Results

In this section, we study the performance of our proposed TCP models and the OBS

layer error recovery mechanism presented in the previous sections by simulation. The

simulated scenario is shown in Fig.6.9. We use ftp traffic as input to this network.

Assume Wmax = 100, TCP connection number Isd = 100, access bandwidth of each

TCP flow is 100 Mbits/s, the maximum assembly length Lmax=150 Kbytes, the

maximum assembly period Tmax=1ms, RTT=10 ms, RTTburst=2ms.

The results in Fig.6.10 show the performance of the conventional OBS network

under TCP recovery scheme and an OBS network under our OBS-layer retransmis-

sion mechanism. First, we observe a good agreement between the analytical and

the simulation results. We also observe that as the burst loss ratio increases, the
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Figure 6.9: Simulation network topology

Figure 6.10: Throughput vs burst loss ratio
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throughput between the edge node s and d decreases. At a low burst loss ratio, such

as 0.005, the burst loss errors are almost recovered by our OBS layer retransmission

recovery mechanism. At a high burst loss ratio, such as 0.05, the throughput of the

conventional OBS network and the throughput of the OBS network under OBS-layer

retransmission mechanism are 7.6× 108 bits/s and 6.4× 109 bits/s respectively. So

although a network with an OBS layer retransmission recovery mechanism couldn’t

recover all errors, it has better performance than a network under TCP error recov-

ery mechanism.

According to Eq.(6.14), in the OBS network under OBS-layer retransmission

error recovery mechanism, the occupied electronic buffer also varies with the burst

loss ratio. At low burst loss ratio, the memory is mainly occupied by the normal

bursts, and will increase with the increase of burst loss ratio slightly. However, at

high burst loss ratios (greater than 0.01), when the burst loss ratio increases, the

occupied electronic buffer will decrease due to the decrease of the throughput.

6.6 Summary

In this chapter, an analytical model, allowing evaluating the TCP performance

of an OBS network, has been presented. The results of this analytical model fit

accurately with simulation results. The developed model is very useful for designing

OBS networks or evaluating the performance of OBS networks.

We have also proposed an OBS layer loss detection and error recovery mechanism

by use of electrical buffering for OBS networks. The analytical and simulation

results show that our proposed scheme can improve the TCP performance of the

OBS network.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Works

7.1 Conclusions

In this dissertation, we have studied QoS control and performance improvement

methods in OBS networks. The terminology of our study is presented first.

We described how to provide proportional differentiated services in an OBS net-

work. First, we introduced a priority scheme, called dynamic wavelength selection

(DWS), which can efficiently support proportional differentiated services in bufferless

OBS networks. We compared the performances of this scheme and the intentional

dropping scheme in a series of simulations. The simulation results showed that the

DWS scheme has better performance in terms of burst loss ratio and wavelength

utilization.

We also proposed a delayed burst assignment scheme and integrated it with the

DWS scheme to support proportional differentiated services in OBS networks. It was

shown that the integrated scheme has the best performance. Through simulation,

we also found that when the BHP waiting time period (Twait) and the maximum

buffering times (Nr) exceed some values, the performance is improved smoothly.

These results could prevent the end-to-end delay from becoming too large.

We applied a Fractional Brownian motion (FBM) model to analyze the effect

of OBS assembly mechanisms on the burstiness of SINET traffic. Our simulation

and analytical results showed that both the timer-based and the threshold-based

assembly algorithms could not reduce the bustiness of real traffic in short timescales.

103
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We therefore proposed two novel burst assembly algorithms with traffic smoothing

functions: the advanced timer-based assembly algorithm and the sliding window-

based algorithm. The simulation results have shown that the advanced timer-based

assembly is best, because it is able to not only reduce the burst loss ratio but also

control the edge buffering delay. The sliding window-based algorithm was also able

to reduce the burst loss ratio, especially at low traffic loads at the expense of a small

initial delay.

An analytical model, allowing evaluating the TCP performance of an OBS net-

work, has been presented. The results of this analytical model fit accurately with

simulation results. The developed model is very useful for designing OBS networks

or evaluating the performance of OBS networks.

We have also proposed a loss detection and error recovery mechanism by use of

electrical edge buffering for OBS networks. The analytical and simulation results

show that our mechanism can improve the TCP performance of the OBS network.

7.2 Future Works

The following are some of the possible areas of future work based on individual

chapters in the dissertation.

In Chapter 3, we have achieved per-hop proportional differentiation in terms of

burst loss ratio. However, it is not straightforward to achieve end-to-end propor-

tional differentiated burst loss ratio via that single-hop approach. The mismatch is

illustrated by the following example, used in [57,58]. In a two-hop network, suppose

the loss ratio of class i is si × la at node a and si × lb at node b, respectively; then

the end-to-end loss ratio relations is:

li
lj

=
si × la + (1− si × la)× si × lb
sj × la + (1− sj × la)× sj × lb

=
si × (la + lb)− la × lb × s2

i

sj × (la + lb)− la × lb × s2
j

6= si

sj

. (7.1)

From Eq.(7.1), the end-to-end loss ratios will deviate from the predefined factors

on individual nodes.
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One possible solution proposed in [58] is that the dropping decision at each

intermediated node should calculate loss ratios per-flow instead of packet arrival

at this node. Our future research will deal with how to provide end-to-end service

differentiation with DWS and DBA schemes.

In Chapter 6, we proposed a novel burst layer fast restoration scheme to improve

TCP performance. It can also be used for UDP flows in future work. As an unreli-

able transport layer protocol, UDP has neither congestion control nor error recovery

mechanism. Unlike TCP flows, UDP senders don’t require the correct receipt of all

transmitted packets. However, as the Internet applications become diverse, relia-

bility requirement also becomes varied. Many applications needn’t retransmit all

lost packets, but if we can transmit some special packets, the performance will be

improved distinctly.
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